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The Monumental Tour – an innova ve 
visual and musical performance which 
was the brainchild of French DJ and 
music producer Michael Canitrot and 
visual ac vists AV‐Extended – played a 
truly spectacular final loca on at the 
end of November … at the magnificent 
Chateau de Pierrefonds in the 
picturesque Oise region of France, 
northeast of Paris. Delivered in 
conjunc on with French coopera ve 
bank Credit Mutuel and other sponsors 
… over 100 Robe moving lights 
supported the mapped projec on show 
specially devised for the unique set 
produced by Michael for this closing 
show. 
 
Since he was a small child, Michael 
Canitrot has loved visi ng castles and 
museums and describes The 
Monumental Tour as “The mee ng of 
my two passions – electronic music and 
heritage / history,” adding that being 
able to play his music in excep onal 
and unexpected places has “nourished 
my inspira on”.  
 
For the final show in 2021, Paris‐based 
freelance ligh ng designer Mikael 
Trochu (Mika) was asked onboard by  

the project’s technical managers Mar n 
Javouret and Adrien Demengel and 
tasked with ligh ng the Castle’s 
stunning front façade. The event was 
recorded for later broadcast and 
enjoyed live by a specially invited 
audience. 
 
Mika was delighted to be working with 
Robe moving lights on his first 
Monumental show – including 
MegaPointes, FORTES, ESPRITES, 
miniPointes, Spiiders and Tetra2s, all 
provided by Paris‐based rental and 
produc on company MDL Event, the 
event’s technical partner. Mika has 
been using Robe products regularly in 
his work for some me and thinks they 
offer great versa lity, quality, 
brightness, and reliability as well as 
being designed to be compact and 
prac cal.  
 
The key role of the ligh ng was to 
complement and work alongside the 
detailed and enigma c projec ons co‐
ordinated by AV‐Extended’s Jérémie 
Bellot, which covered a 60‐metre‐wide 
span across the Castle’s front facade 
stretching 50 meters high up to the tops 
of the walls and turrets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The challenge was in ensuring that the 
ligh ng was finessed and elegant, 
harmonious with the music and 
assisted the narra ve of the piece, with 
both lumens and projec ons sculpted 
seamlessly into the contours of the 
Castle, respec ng its stoically majes c 
architecture. Each Monumental show is 
composed of what Michael describes as 
the tour’s “ar s c DNA” and is sculpted 
specifically for the loca on and includes 
abstract references and interpreta ons 
(visual and musical) related to the 
history and relevance of the building. 
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The 42 MegaPointes were chosen by 
Michael himself who is extremely 
involved in all aspects of the 
Monumental project as crea ve 
director as well as music maker. 
Technically savvy, he loves u lizing 
technology to help share his art. 
 
“The whole Robe range is absolutely 
amazing,” stated Michael. “There are so 
many possibili es which feed our ideas 
and enthusiasm for discovering these 
monuments and depic ng them from a 
new and very contemporary 
perspec ve.” 
 
The power and visibility of the 
MegaPointes was vital for those ‘beams
‐in‐the‐sky’ moments in the set, and 
even on a dark night with no smoke, 
they blasted boldly through the 
darkness. They were also picked for 
their small size!  
 
Rigging was a longwinded and laborious 
manual haul up to the various parts of 
the Castle by the MDL Event crew who 
placed each unit individually into 
posi on around the massive building. 
This was accomplished with a lot of 
collabora on with the team who 
maintain and run the Castle which is a 
dedicated monument historique. 
 
Sixteen Robe Spiider wash beams were 
deployed in various places around the 
Castle up‐ligh ng and highligh ng 
elements of stone and walled areas.  
 
 

Eight FORTES were rigged on a circular 
truss on the floor inside the large castle 
bailey (courtyard) represen ng a new 
metaphorical tower of light beams. They 
provided feature ligh ng and camera 
candy effects for video director Anthony 
Ghnassia to blend into the mix which 
included fantas c drone footage from 
the Skydrone France team. These 
fixtures projected gobos, texturing and 
colours around the impressive 
courtyard which was illuminated with 
LED floods. The eight miniPointes and 
four more Spiiders were used to 
highlight the architecture and pick out 
artefacts and detail in the Castle chapel, 
where they worked brilliantly with the 
white stone and statues. 
 
Michael Canitrot’s DJ booth was set up 
in front of the main gateway into the 
Castle, with the designated public area 
just the other side of this. Immediately 
behind the ar st were four ESPRITES  
 

 
for back ligh ng and fabulous 
silhoue ng and gobo anima ons, all 
looking super‐cool on camera.  
 
Immediately in front of his setup were 
two lines of Tetra2s forming a pathway 
up to the DJ booth – another excellent 
depth effect – which also produced 
some spectacular camera looks 
especially for the drones and the wide 
shots. 
 
A bonus with u lising all these Robe 
fixtures was the low power 
consump on. Power was available 
from various points around the Castle, 
but it was generally limited, so this was 
a carefully calculated balance. 
 
The get in took place over two full days, 
plus the show day, with one – very cold 
– night of programming on‐site with 
the full rig in situ, preceded by three 
days warmer pre‐viz in the MDL Event 
studio using L8 3D visualisa on 
so ware. 
 
Ligh ng was programmed onto a 
grandMA2 light console posi oned in 
the back of a truck parked in the public 
viewing area, and all of it – ligh ng and 
projec on – was run to mecode from 
the music track for the 45‐minute 
show. 
 
www.robe.cz 
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zactrack is pleased to announce that Alistair Smyth, a 
long‐ me veteran of the industry, has been hired as 
Brand Manager. A er earning a bachelor's degree in 
aerospace engineering from Kingston University London, 
he worked for Vari‐Lite, High End Systems, Chris e Lites, 
A.C. Entertainment Technologies and Flashlight. Most 
recently, he was a Technical Sales Advisor at Ela on, 
where he was responsible for product demonstra ons, 
sales support and technical communica on. Alistair 
comments on his new role: “I am proud to join the 
Lightpower family of companies and be a member of 
the zactrack Interna onal team. I look forward to 
mee ng our valued distributors, customers and users. 
The zactrack products are amazing and we believe they 
will revolu onize tracking in many areas of our industry. 
As part of the team here, we can work together to help 
promote this intui ve technology and bring it to a wider audience.” Stephan Saremba, Managing Director of zactrack 
Interna onal, said: “We are very happy to have Alistair on board now. Since zactrack Interna onal was established just last 
year, zactrack has been chosen for iconic projects like the ongoing Alanis Morisse e 2021‐2022 world tour or MJ the Musical 
on Broadway. We have also signed on several new distributors in key markets around the world, expanding our global service 
and support offering. With Alistair’s industry experience and enthusiasm for the brand he will help put zactrack on many 
more stages around the world.” 

TSL Ligh ng in the UK has 
invested in Ela on Professional’s 
Paladin Cube™, a compact LED 
floodlight with IP65 protec on 
that marks the company’s first 
purchase into Ela on’s extensive 
product range. TSL is a premier 
stage ligh ng company that 
operates across the UK and 
beyond. In opera on since 2006, 
the company provides quality 
ligh ng, rigging and design for  
a wide range of live events, 
working from a state‐of‐the‐art 
facility and warehouse in 
Basingstoke. “We chose the 
Paladin Cube for its size, shape, 
output, availability and price,” stated TSL Managing Director Sam Tamplin. “We’re happy with it and think it'll be a good li le 
workhorse fixture for us indoors and outdoors.” A er arranging a demo through Ela on’s exclusive UK distributor, Entedi, TSL 
chose the unit and immediately sent them out on an outdoor winter walk project. “Cally and the Entedi team were great in 
organizing demos and managing the purchasing process during a difficult me,” Tamplin says.  
tslligh ng.com 
www.ela onligh ng.eu 

TSL Ligh ng invests in Ela on Paladin™ 

Alistair Smyth joins zactrack Interna onal  
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The first Robe FORTES in Norway were 
delivered to Den Na onal Scene (the 
Na onal Theatre) in Bergen, one of the 
country’s oldest permanent theatres, 
where they joined Robe ESPRITES that 
were another recent investment.  
 
Head of ligh ng Geir Hovland explained 
that these latest moving light 
investments are part of an ongoing 
process to ensure the theatre is 
equipped with the best and most 
appropriate technology to facilitate  
its busy – and highly acclaimed – 
repertory schedule. The posi ve 
rela onship with Robe – via distributor 
Norsk Sceneteknikk – began in 2017 
when 25 x Robe’s DL7S Profile and 15 x 
DL7F Wash fixtures were purchased for 
their overhead rig, with which they 
were extremely happy. 
 
When the ESPRITES arrived, the DL7S 
Profiles were moved to the FOH ligh ng 
array, allowing Geir and the team to 
change‐up the previous front ligh ng 
fixtures – from another manufacturer. 
The ESPRITES have replaced them on 
the over‐stage rig.  
 
 

The FORTES were then specified as the 
end‐of‐pipe (over‐stage) fixtures, filling 
the posi ons with the longest throws. 
“We were delighted with the DL7s,” 
explained Geir, “so when it came to this 
update, we naturally looked at Robe as 
well as other op ons.” 
 
With the ESPRITES in the building, 
FORTE was a perfect complement for 
the pipe‐end posi ons. “It’s bright, 
quiet and like ESPRITE has all the 
advantages of the TE – TRANSFERABLE 
ENGINE technology,” says Geir, adding 
that they made their decision on 
FORTES following a shoot‐out with one 
other product.  
 
Unique to Robe, TE is a powerful, 
intelligent, and eco‐friendly ligh ng 
solu on enabling different engines – 
high powered, high CRI, ‘tungsten’  
etc., – to be used in the same fixtures. 
They can be changed quickly and easily 
in 5 – 7 minutes!  
 
“For us, TE technology will extend the 
general life me of the luminaire,”  
Geir confirmed. 

 
The theatre addi onally owns 25 x 
Robe LEDBeam 150s which are 
sca ered around the place. “A great 
li le light that’s useful for so many 
things,” declared Geir. 
 
 
www.robe.cz 
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Since 2019, Niclen UK has been a UK 
subsidiary of Niclen GmbH. Following 
Niclen Germany's investments in 
Cameo equipment in recent years, the 
ligh ng solu ons from the Adam Hall 
Group are now also making their way to 
the United Kingdom.  
 
With the Cameo FLAT PRO® G2 series, 
the par cularly compact LED PAR 
fixtures with RGBWA colour mixing are 
now also available in large quan es to 
Bri sh Lumen Beings. 
 
Niclen UK's dry hire rental park 
currently includes the FLAT PRO® 12 G2 
and FLAT PRO® 7 G2 models in large 
numbers. According to Luke Merrilees, 
Managing Director of Niclen UK, there 
is currently an increased demand in the 
UK market for IP65‐cer fied outdoor 
LED spotlights: “The demand is 
enormous – whether for winter 
fes vals, fes vely illuminated light trails 
or architectural ligh ng applica ons.”  
 
In contrast to the standard version of 
the FLAT PRO® G2 spotlights, Niclen UK 
required spotlights with 5‐pin DMX 
connec ons for the domes c market, 
which were provided by Cameo without 
any delivery delays. 
 
In addi on to the FLAT PRO® PAR 
spotlights, Niclen UK’s Cameo por olio 
now also includes W‐DMX™ T1 2.4 GHz 
transceivers for wireless ligh ng 
control.  

 
The roadworthy transmi er‐receiver 
combina on from Wireless Solu on’s 
renowned BlackBox series  
 
features a radio range of up to 500 
metres as well as a range of patented  
W‐DMX™ technologies, including 
adap ve frequency‐hopping  
(AFHSS) that automa cally prevents 
interference from other radio networks 
and data‐safe error correc on that 
protects against falsified DMX and  
RDM data. 
 
A er just a short me, Luke Merrilees  
is already enthusias c about the 
applica on op ons of the FLAT PRO® 
G2: "As a dry hire provider, we are not 
directly involved in the implementa on 
of our customers’ projects. But the 
ini al feedback on the FLAT PRO® G2 
has been consistently posi ve."  
 
In addi on, Niclen UK’s Managing 
Director is looking forward to working 
together in the future: "Niclen GmbH 
and the Adam Hall Group have enjoyed  

 
 
 
an ac ve and trusted coopera on for a  
long me. We are also pleased to 
announce that Robert Harding (note: 
Adam Hall Account Manager, UK / 
Product Specialist Light Technology) 
represents a great point of contact, 
specifically for the UK market with 
regard to demo equipment, technical 
ques ons and much more." 
 
 
niclen.de 
adamhall.com 
cameolight.com 
 www.avltimes.com 
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On 3 October, 200 drones took to the 
skies above Burg Giebichenstein in 
Halle (Saale) and assembled themselves 
into symbols and catchwords of 
German Unity. The exclusive 
mul media drone show by Jens 
Hillenkö er and his company JH 
Technology Arts was the highlight of 
the closing celebra ons for German 
Unity Day, which were broadcast live on 
television. One floor further down ‐ in 
the inner courtyard of the castle ruins ‐ 
numerous moving lights from Ayrton 
set the scene for the mul ‐layered live 
se ng in parallel. 
 
"The castle ruin is a very special 
loca on and combines the historical 
with the digital, because the whole  

show is designed to be followed via TV 
or digital streams," says Jens 
Hillenkö er, who has already been 
responsible for numerous sensa onal 
light and drone shows in recent years. 
"The ligh ng design plays an elementary 
role here, because we not only have 
various camera forma ons for the 
broadcast, but also live musicians and 
orchestras in the show, which all have 
to be set in perfect light. We want a big 
look that makes its impact even from a 
distance." 
 
In total, the experienced ligh ng 
designer relied on 64 Ayrton Perseo 
Beam, as well as 14 Ayrton Domino‐S, 
IP65 moving lights placed throughout 
the winding castle ruins as well as along  

the large bridge at the foot of the 
castle. "We needed fixtures that were 
not only compact, lightweight and 
weatherproof, but also offered a 
tremendous amount of flexibility, 
because with this show and this se ng, 
it was clear from the start that there 
would always be changes. What is a 
beam fixture today, I might need for an 
open white wash tomorrow." 
 
In the course of a large ligh ng shoot‐
out in the run‐up to the show planning, 
Jens Hillenkö er and his team had the 
opportunity to compare all poten al 
manufacturers. The underlying 
ques on was: what is the ideal tool for 
each specific use? "The Perseo Beam 
convinced us above all with its  
 

www.avltimes.com 
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Ayrton Perseo Beam and Domino‐S 



 
compactness ‐ especially when you 
consider that this is an outdoor lamp. In 
addi on, it has a nice, defined beam 
and can also produce a so  fading light 
when needed." Hillenkö er used the 
Perseo Beam again and again for the 
live musical acts on site ‐ for example 
for singer/songwriter David Vidano, 
who switched between two stages 
during the show. Jens Hillenkö er was 
equally impressed by the large zoom 
range of the Ayrton Perseo Beam. "I 
immediately no ced that the fixtures 
have a homogeneous beam without a 
hotspot, as you o en find elsewhere." 

 

 
Wherever Jens Hillenkö er needed 
even more light output or wanted to 
achieve break‐up effects, the Ayrton 
Domino‐S were used. "In addi on, the 
shu ers were a great help in acute‐
angled ligh ng situa ons to avoid 
shining out of the castle everywhere." 
Ayrton is distributed exclusively in 
Germany by Lightpower GmbH. 
 
ayrton.eu 
lightpower.de 
 
Photos © Saxony-Anhalt State Chancellery 
Thomas Meinicke / Alexander Cevolani 
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Independent London‐
based camera and ligh ng 
equipment rental house, 
Pixipixel, have recently 
invested in even more 
Chroma‐Q® Space 
ForceTM octo LED so  
lights. With nearly two 
decades supplying film, 
television and commercial 
produc ons, Pixipixel  
are commi ed to offering 
the latest and most 
innova ve kit, and as such 
have been stocking the Space Force octo fixtures since they arrived to the market back in 2016. Johnny Colley, Director of 
Ligh ng at Pixipixel commented: “The Space Force lights are always a great choice for cinematographers and gaffers. The 
lightweight, fast and easy set‐up, low power consump on and low heat emission make the Space Force octo fixtures a 
perfect fit on sustainable produc ons. We have found these have become increasingly popular, par cularly when used in a 
studio se ng, mounted from the rig. “These new addi ons arrived at our Ligh ng Division in To enham and are already 
being used in a studio shoot of a TV drama for a well‐known streamer.” Added Colley Pixipixel purchased their addi onal 40 
Space Force octo units from Chroma‐Q’s exclusive UK Dealer, A.C. Entertainment Technologies (AC‐ET). Pixipixel’s Managing 
Director, Steve Knight said: “The team at AC‐ET are always very helpful and quick to respond. Communica on is great and so 
are the products received. Thank you, AC‐ET for always being on hand to help with our equipment needs.” 
chroma‐q.com 

Based in Berlin, Germany, edelmat. services 
include consulta on, concep on, implementa on, 
as well as service, for rental and installa on 
projects in the field of event technology. SIXTY82 
and edelmat. have very similar values and goals, 
and the coopera on between the two companies 
has proven promising. “At edelmat. we connect 
people through concep on and technology,” says 
edelmat.’s Ayke Bröcker. “The innova ve solu ons 
of the SIXTY82 brand fits perfectly into our 
por olio and our joint work is successful and fun. 
It is partly for these reasons we chose to become a 
reseller for SIXTY82.” edelmat. will offer the full 
product por olio from SIXTY82.  “We find SIXTY82 
products durable and innova ve, which in turn 
helps us create inven ve solu ons for our 
customers in the rental and installa on business,” 
confirms Bröcker. edelmat. has completely 
converted its rental park with products from 
SIXTY82 and, as a sales partner with its own stock, can provide its customers with comprehensive assistance in the rental and 
installa on business at short no ce. “Personal customer contact is very important to us,” says Bröcker. “Going forward, our 
goal is to strengthen the visibility and reach of SIXTY82 in the metropolitan region of Berlin Brandenburg and beyond.  
edelmat.de 
sixty82.nl 

edelmat. becomes Sixty82 reseller for Germany 

More Chroma‐Q Space Force land at Pixipixel 
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Vanemuine Theatre in Tartu, Estonia – 
the country’s oldest and first Estonian 
language theatre – celebrated the 
momentous opening of its 152nd 
season with an elaborate gala event 
staged in the city’s main square, with a 
ligh ng design created by Tõnis Järs 
featuring Robe moving lights. 
 
Vanemuine owns a large quan ty of 
Robe moving lights that are used 
throughout its three main theatre 
spaces, so Tõnis, who also works at the 
Theatre, specified Robe as the core 
luminaires on the event ligh ng design. 
However, with all three venues in use 
for daily performances, many lights 
were unavailable for this event, so 
rental company E&T stepped in to 
provide any shor all in fixtures. 
 
On the rig were 22 x Pointes, 8 x 
Spiiders, 14 x LEDBeam 150s, 8 x 
LEDWash 1200s 12 x LEDWash 800s 
four 600E Spots and four LEDWash 
600s, all picked for their versa lity as 
Tõnis had to cover a wide range of 
performance genres. A front, two  
rear and two side ligh ng trusses –  
all part of the stage and roof system –  

were filled with the moving lights, with 
a few fixtures on the deck for addi onal 
dynamics. As most of the stage space 
was taken up with the symphony 
orchestra, fi ng ligh ng around this 
scenario was “challenging”. 
 
The Pointes, Spiiders and LEDBeam150s 
were used for producing mul ple 
effects, the LEDWash 1200s for solid 
back and contra light, the LEDWash 
800s for front light, while the 600E 
Spots proved great for specials like 
spo ng and keying the conductor or 
picking out and highligh ng solos. 
 
Pointes and Spiiders were the stars of 
the show and worked hard – “they are 
excellent fixtures capable of very 
impressive effects,” stated Tõnis. The 
three different types of LEDWash were 
chosen due to availability and because 
they “can be counted on to do a good 
and reliable job,” he confirmed. 
 
Tõnis programmed and operated the 
one‐night show using an MQ80 console. 
He has been using Robe products in his 
work for the last 8 or so years and 
reckons “it’s a world‐leading brand”. 

Apart from the “superb” Robe product 
ranges, Tõnis loves the brand’s 
marke ng strategies, the general vibe 
surrounding Robe and especially the 
showroom bar at HQ in Valašské 
Meziříčí, Czech Republic! 
 
www.robe.cz 
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The newly released moving washes 
from PROLIGHTS have had their debut 
at The Voice of Poland. The Astra 
Wash19Pix were used to provide  
eye‐candy effects on‐camera during  
the live performances in one of the 
most‐watched episodes of the singing 
franchise.  
 
The ligh ng was designed by Artur 
Szyman, who commented about the 
new fixtures: “The Astra Wash19Pix  
has immense possibili es, as it 
combines the classic LED wash look 
with an extensive range of built‐in 
effects, along with a very decent 
external ring with its own effects.  
The effects were very well‐designed,  
 

 
so it makes it extremely easy for us to 
just recall them quickly and not having 
to spend more me crea ng our own, 
bespoke effects. For a show like The 
Voice, this is a great me‐saving tool, 
where me for programming is very 
scarce.”  
 
A total of ten units were used as 
upstage ligh ng to backlight the 
contestants and to create stunning  
on‐camera effects.  
 
When asked about its other features, 
Artur added: “We also loved the wide 
zoom range, from beam to wash.  
It makes this fixture very universal  
since we can take full advantage of  

 
beam‐like effects and very uniform 
wash spreads in an instant”.  
 
Lastly, the Polish LD gave its full‐
support to Italian‐designed fixtures:  
“I was impressed by how universal 
these units were, they are very fast  
and met my expecta ons as an effects 
fixture and a good, strong wash light 
for the studio. I wholeheartedly 
recommend the Astra Wash19Pix!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
prolights.it 

www.avltimes.com 
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Ligh ng designer Tim Deiling chose  
two MDG Atmosphere generators to 
provide the perfect ambient haze for 
his ligh ng of the Broadway produc on 
of SIX. The show’s signature style is  
very much that of a rock concert, 
u lising an abundance of beam effects 
to take the place of set changes, which 
simultaneously give a different look and 
iden ty to each of the queens.  
 
To achieve this, Deiling needed a good, 
clean haze as a canvas on which to 
highlight this mo f. The fine white 
par cles of MDG Atmosphere haze 
proved exactly what was needed, 
delivering a beau ful base layer of haze 
that defined the beams clearly without 
any adverse effects on the dynamic 
performances of the singers.  
 
MDG Atmosphere haze generators have 
been the industry standard for many 
years and are a stalwart of Broadway 
theatre where they have long been  
 
 

 
approved for use by Equity. “We began 
by using generic water based hazers to 
save money (all our original, humble, 
“fringe” budget could supply),” says 
Deiling, “but as the show developed it 
became clear that the haze in many 
ways was the scenic design. For the 
ligh ng to provide lots of different 
‘architecture’ throughout the night, the 
haze at to be perfect, fine, and constant. 
MDG was the only way to go.”  
 
The Atmosphere haze generators are 
Broadway favourites not only for their 
performance, but for their ease of use 
and reliability as well, as associate 
ligh ng designer, Tim Reed, can tes fy: 
“The show runs for 90 minutes, and 
while we some mes run generators  
on a cycle according to the quan ty of 
haze required, for this show we simply 
turned the Atmospheres on at the start 
and off at the end, leaving them to 
produce a fine haze throughout.  
They really are the most reliable of  

 
machines, requiring li le maintenance 
and with an economical use of fluid. 
The resident technicians are very happy 
with them.” 
 
The MDG Atmosphere generators were 
supplied for the Broadway run by PRG 
USA. 
 
 
mdgfog.com 
 
Photo © Joan Marcus 
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Legendary UK live music venue, Rock 
City in No ngham, boosted its house 
ligh ng rig in October 2021 with a rig of 
60 Robe moving lights, with extras 
supplied via rental and produc on 
company Zeal. Rock City’s lead project 
ligh ng designer Will Brown explained 
that with the post Covid re‐opening of 
live shows, they wanted to make a big 
impression, especially to make up for 
2020 when everything had to be 
cancelled! 
 
The 18 x Robe Pointes are owned by 
Rock City and were in residence before 
Will arrived 6 years ago. “They are a 
perfect fixture for us – fast, very  

versa le, robust – and we use them ALL 
the me,” he stated, adding, “it’s hard 
to find another light of its class that can 
do as much as a Pointe!” 
 
For ‘Freedom Week’, Rock City hired 
addi onal Robe Spikies to up the 
produc on values, and this was so 
successful that Will and the team 
decided to do it again, this me for 
Fresher’s Week with LEDBeam 150s. 
Forty‐eight of these small and powerful 
li le fixtures were added . “A lot of 
smaller fixtures can go a long way, 
especially when they are as adaptable 
as the LEDBeam 150,” says Will. Twelve 
of the LEDBeam 150s were rigged on  

the front truss together with 6 x 
Pointes, with the rest a ached to six 
ver cal trussing towers, deployed on 
the stage during the changeover to fill 
the stage space for the club format. The 
balance of LEDBeam 150s were 
downstage on the floor for effect from 
mul ple angles. 
 
Ligh ng control is an Avolites Tiger 
Touch console with a wing, and there is 
more ligh ng including strobes, profile 
and wash moving lights, LED pixel tubes 
plus generics and some architectural 
fixtures around the room. 
 
www.robe.cz 

www.avltimes.com 
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Robe rocks at No ngham Rock City 
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The Interna onal Motor Show (IAA), 
the world's largest trade show for 
passenger cars, took place for the first 

me in Munich as a new concept, IAA 
Mobility, focused on future‐oriented 
mobility. TLD Planungsgruppe GmbH 
was responsible for the ligh ng design, 
among other things, for the Mercedes‐
Benz presence and chose Ela on KL 
series luminaires as the high‐quality 
ligh ng solu on. 
 
The Mercedes‐Benz stand was an 
impressively staged space spread across 
3,000 square meters with a total of 
eight vehicle premieres and the auto 
manufacturer's electromobility 
por olio presented to the specialist 
audience. "With the new IAA mobility 
concept at the Munich loca on, the 
focus was on solu ons on the way to 
climate neutrality, which also included 
implemen ng the manufacturer's 
presence as sustainably as possible," 
reports project manager and ligh ng  

 
designer Alexander Orkisch from TLD 
Planungsgruppe Office Stu gart. In 
keeping with the green approach, TLD 
decided to use trend‐se ng LED ligh ng 
fixtures only. In order to support the 
studio character of the stand 
architecture and to ‘calm’ the ceiling 
image, TLD relied exclusively on one 
product family, the KL series from 
Ela on. 
 
“Vehicles and exhibits were staged with 
KL Fresnel 8 CW™ (Cool White) fixtures, 
while we worked with the warm white 
variant for walls and the atmospheric 
ligh ng. The very high color‐rendering 
index and the enormous light output of 
the LED Fresnels were virtually in no 
way inferior to classic illumina on with 
metal halide lamp technology,” Orkisch 
confirms. "Compared to conven onal 
ligh ng, CO2 emissions could be 
reduced by half at the same me."  
KL Fresnel 8 FC™ (Full Color) fixtures 
ideally supported the design concept,  
 

 
as Alexander Orkisch explains: "In sync 
with the LED video display with its 
individual chapters, the surrounding 
walls and the atmospheric ligh ng in 
the respec ve color worlds became an 
immersive experience." A total of 
almost 400 LED lights from Ela on’s KL 
series were used on the project. The 
technical service provider for the trade 
fair was Sound & Light from Leonberg. 
In addi on to Mercedes‐Benz, TLD 
Planungsgruppe GmbH oversaw six 
other presenta ons from well‐known 
automobile manufacturers at the car 
show. Some 20 employees from TLD’s 
Pool of Experts covering various fields 
and disciplines were on duty at IAA 
Mobility in Munich. Richard Profe and 
Alexander Orkisch were responsible for 
the en re ligh ng design for Mercedes‐
Benz, from dra  to implementa on. 
 
ela onligh ng.eu 
 
Photo © Andreas Keller / www.keller-fotografie.de 
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TLD relies on Ela on KL series for top standard  
Mercedes‐Benz stand at IAA 2021 
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The University of Bedfordshire, a  
mul ‐site academic facility including 
campuses in Bedford and Luton, UK, 
recently upgraded three of their 
performance spaces with powerful 
theatrical ligh ng control from Zero 88, 
a Signify entertainment ligh ng brand. 
 
“We had three different theatrical 
spaces in need of upgrades, and we 
wanted a consistent experience across  

 
all of them,” explained Jamie Spirito, 
technician / demonstrator at the 
University of Bedfordshire. “The smaller 
Luton Campus theatre needed a 
powerful, yet straigh orward console. 
Our Bedford Campus Theatre and 
Studio Theatre needed a bit more 
refined control capabili es, but with the 
same product quality and ease of use. 
That’s why I went with Zero 88 control 
solu ons.” 
 
Stage Electrics supplied the university 
with two Zero 88 consoles, a FLX for the 
110‐seat Luton Campus Theatre and a 
FLX S48 for the 125‐seat Studio Theatre, 
both of which run the award‐winning 
ZerOS so ware. For the larger 255‐seat 
Bedford Campus Theatre, a ZerOS 
Server was installed, along with two 24‐
channel Zero 88 RigSwitch units. DMX 
distribu on in the facility was upgraded 
to Zero 88 Gateway 8 and Spli er 8 
devices as well. 
 
When opera onal, these spaces host a 
hec c fes val‐style schedule, including a 
myriad of ac vi es performed by 
students from the University’s various 
performing arts‐related courses. In 
addi on to full‐on produc ons and 
rehearsals, seminars and lectures also 
occur in the spaces, requiring quick 
setup and o en a short turnaround for 
another event the same day. 
 

Some of these events, especially in the 
Luton venue, are run by students, while 
others, par cularly events in the 
Bedford Theatre, are run by a 
professional crew. This variety of 
events and operator proficiency 
required solu ons that could cater to 
different levels of technical knowledge 
and experience, while also being 
intui ve enough for everyone to learn 
and feel comfortable opera ng as well. 
 
Spirito credits the easy‐to‐use ZerOS 
so ware for delivering this flexible 
experience. “I devised special ‘speed 
training’ courses for the FLX consoles 
that allowed students and staff to grasp 
the basics in 20 minutes,” adds Spirito. 
“This has proved to be hugely popular 
and helped everyone become confident 
about being able to use the ligh ng to 
the best effect for their requirements in 
a short amount of me.” 
 
zero88.com 

www.avltimes.com 

Zero 88 provides consistent, flexible theatrical 
ligh ng control to the University of Bedfordshire 
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Talented US rapper ИF toured his 
Clouds (The Mixtape) album in October 
with a raw and stylish produc on 
design created by Chris Denholm (also 
musical director) and Clay Joiner (also 
ligh ng designer) … tuning in to the 
ar st’s big presence, smart words and 
in mate one‐to‐one live performance 
bond with his fans. To capture the 
narra ve flow and massive energy of 
his music on this first ever shed tour, 
Chris and Clay needed some seriously 
bright lights … and chose over 200 Robe 
fixtures as the ‘lead luminaires’! 
 
The ligh ng rig included 64 x Robe 
Tarrantula wash beams, 128 x Spikies, 
and 16 x BMFL Spots plus two BMFL 
FollowSpots on a RoboSpot remote 
follow spo ng system. The ‘big box’ 
geometry featured a large upstage 
screen, and the ligh ng both maximized 
the space and enabled it to be broken 
down into ghtly concentrated areas. 
 
With a heavy emphasis on upstage and 
back ligh ng, two pods of 4x4 
Tarrantulas were posi oned upstage 
le  and right – four in total, flanking the 
screen.  

 
The 128 x Spikies were deployed in eight 
raked Svoboda‐style pods – again in the 
4x4 format – above the stage. With this 
concentra on of Spikies, Clay could 
program lots of beau ful fluid kine c 
effects to match the rhythm and beat of 
the music. Fourteen BMFL WashBeams 
were equally spaced out along the 
lowest sec on of the upstage truss, with 
the two BMFL FollowSpots in the center 
for backligh ng ИF. 
 
The Tarrantulas were picked for their 
sheer output! “That extra ring of color 
and LEDs (one more than Robe’s 
standard Spiider wash beam) is 
fantas c,” commented Chris, adding 
that it was the first me he’d used them 
at the sugges on of ligh ng rental 
vendor, Solotech. “It’s a great fixture to 
program and the flower effect is also 
excellent,” reckons Clay. Combined with 
the Spikes to produce over 200 flower 
effects onstage gave them la tude to 
create some fabulously rich mul ‐
dimensional looks!  
 
The BMFL WashBeams are another 
favorite of Clay’s. They wanted 
something powerful with a discharge  
 
 

 
lamp at the back to bring some contrast 
to the aesthe c. The two upstage 
center BMFL FollowSpots were chosen 
for backligh ng ИF for prac cality and 
ease of use. “The overall RoboSpot 
control footprint is really small, so the 
BaseSta on sat at dimmer beach and 
was run by one of our techs,” explained 
Chris. 
 
As the console programmer / operator, 
Clay had control of all RoboSpot 
parameters via his grandMA2 apart 
from iris and zoom which were 
tweaked by the operator as needed, 
and having these two spots follow him 
everywhere was essen al for the show. 
Also on the rig were LED pixel strips, 
blinders, and strobes. 
 
Clay pre‐vizzed the ligh ng for 10 days 
in Solotech’s Nashville office using 
Vectorworks and imported the show 
into Depence2 via MVR. 
 
 
 
www.robe.cz 
 
Photo © Eddie Diaz 
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Anolis Eminere 1 RGBA LED wall 
washing ligh ng fixtures were specified 
to create mood ligh ng in a series of 
breakout rooms in the newest 
extension to the Estrel Congress Center 
(ECC) in Berlin, with the Czech 
manufacturer also producing some 
specially adapted ceiling moun ng 
versions of the fixture to suit this 
project.  
 
Each of the new break out rooms can 
accommodate up to 50 ‐ 240 people, 
and in line with its quest to offer the 
best cu ng‐edge technology, Estrel’s 
owner and technical management 
teams planned mood ligh ng from the 
early stages of the design and planning 
process explains ECC’s technical 
manager for AV, Thomas Herzberg. 
“People in general are much more 
aware of the power and reach of 
ligh ng now, how it can affect thinking 
and a tude, so we wanted to provide 
this facility as part of our standard 
ligh ng and AV packages,” he 
explained.  

 
He started exploring mood ligh ng 
op ons, seeking “something completely 
different” from the usual white ligh ng 
requirements and contacted different 
suppliers. The venue already owns a 
quan ty of Robe ligh ng technology 
with which it is really sa sfied, so 
looking at ‘sister’ architectural brand 
Anolis seemed a logical path. Robe 
Germany sent samples and conducted 
on site demos so the different op ons 
could be thoroughly tested, evaluated, 
and compared. Between 10 and 12 
Eminere 1s are installed in each of the 
breakout rooms where they blend 
elegantly into the surroundings and 
produce colours and mood just as was 
envisioned. Mood ligh ng control is 
integrated via the building’s IP system 
and is designed to make it as 
straigh orward as possible for clients to 
change the moods and create new 
colour schemes to suit their event using 
either wall moun ng Crestron touch 
panels in each room or remotely via a 
tablet. 

www.robe.cz 
 
www.anolis.com 
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Anolis Eminere gets Estrel Berlin in The Mood 
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Ligh ng designer Yenz Nyholm of New Illumina on illustrated in style 
how a lot of imagina on and a moderately sized ligh ng rig with 23 x 
Robe MegaPointes as its backbone … can go a very long way on the 
current Level 42 “From Eternity to Here” tour. “MegaPointes were a 
bit of a no‐brainer,” stated Yenz. “They are powerful, small, 
lightweight, brilliantly versa le … and my go‐to fixture.” Nine 
MegaPointes on the back truss are joined by 12 strategically 
deployed on the floor. Five of the floor fixtures are used to create a 
fantas c array of kine c gobo and projected anima on effects on the 
dark grey reflec ve sa nique crinkle backdrop, which shimmers and 
energises with the added lumens, complete with five columns of 
bug‐screen flown in front a li le genius touch to add texture and 
three dimensionality! The MegaPointes are also used for beam‐
technology looks, for classic back ligh ng and silhoue ng effects and 
for specials and solos. They are essen ally the heart of the rig. Other 
lights include six upstage wash moving lights, some key lights on the 
front truss, six towers of ver cal pixel tubes behind the band that 
adds some symmetry and form to the space plus shed loads of 2‐lite 
and 4‐lite blinders for retro blasts of slow‐decay tungsten. This might 
be a small rig on paper, but Yenz hits all the right bu ons on his 
Avolites Tiger Touch console to make it look hugely bigger when 
everything was fired up and running! 
www.robe.cz 
Photos © Louise Stickland 

Two FLX S24 consoles from Zero 88 – a Signify entertainment 
ligh ng brand ‐ have been supplied by Ross‐on‐Wye, UK based 
CJP Broadcast for ligh ng control in two new broadcast studios 
for virtual produc on and television at the University of 
Sunderland’s David Pu nam Media Centre. CJP’s technical 
manager James Ruddock, who led the virtual studio installa on 
team, chose the consoles for their power, compact size and 
footprint, and as, “a good value op on for educa onal 
applica ons of all levels with its many features and great 
func onality as found in larger ligh ng desks.” CJP Broadcast 
designed and specified ligh ng, video, and audio technical 
elements for both spaces, and installed, integrated, and 
commissioned the virtual produc on studio, which is a unique 
resource where students can gain prac cal experience and learn 
the latest state‐of‐the‐art techniques. In the new virtual studio, 
the FLX S24 is running a selec on of different Kino Flo fixtures – 
Kino Flo Diva‐Lite 21, 31 and 41s plus Fiilex Q5 Colour LED 
fresnels. “The console is proving extremely easy to use. It is an 
ideal tool for teaching as well as being easily expandable,” 
confirms James, adding that the inten on in the television 
studio is to upgrade the FLX S24 to the larger FLX S48. 
zero88.com 

Zero 88 FLX S24 provides flexible ligh ng control  
for University of Sunderland 

Robe keeps it in the family with Level 42 
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The Royal Opera House in London has 
chosen Ela on Professional’s Ar ste 
Picasso™ as the pres gious performing 
arts venue’s new front‐of‐house moving 
head ligh ng solu on. Technical 
solu ons specialists White Light Ltd 
(WL) sold the fixtures to the venue. One 
category of luminaire that the technical 
team at ROH has had frequent requests 
for is a moving head in the front of 
house posi on. Simon Bennison, 
Ligh ng Associate/Deputy Head of 
Ligh ng at the Royal Opera House, 
explains: “As ligh ng demands have 
progressed, many European  

houses have integrated moving heads 
into their setups and we started to get 
increasing requests, par cularly over 
recent years, for bright, flexible moving 
head fixtures in the FOH area. We have 
experimented with different units but 
run into perpetual issues of sightlines, 
lack of space and unit noise.” 
 
A er arranging an on‐site demo through 
Ela on’s exclusive UK distributor, 
Entedi, ROH chose the unit for the 
“Agrippina” produc on based on its 
size, minimal ambient noise, high light 
quality and flexibility. 

Cally Bacchus, Managing Director at 
Ela on's distribu on partner Entedi, 
states: “The team at the ROH is an elite 
group with excep onal technical 
knowledge, who maintain incredibly 
high standards at what is one of the 
most pres gious theatres in the UK. 
When they contacted us regarding the 
Ela on units, we were very happy to 
arrange a demonstra on, believing as 
we do that the Ar ste Picasso product 
is fast becoming an industry standard 
LED moving light profile fixture.” 
 
ela onligh ng.com 
 www.avltimes.com 

Royal Opera House London chooses Ar ste Picasso™ 
for FOH moving head solu on 
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The New York premiere of the exhibi on Chris an Dior: Designer of Dreams 
opened at the Brooklyn Museum on September 10, 2021 and traces the 
groundbreaking history and legacy of the House of Dior. The ligh ng design 
was by Lightemo on. The extensive ligh ng and audio/video system 
developed by WorldStage called for miniature spot and wash fixtures in very 
large quan es. The complement included 650 miniature LED Eklipse Pixis 
spot fixtures and more than 500 ETC LED Mini Lekos as well as more than 100 
LSI BPM Mini LED Projector fixtures. The unusual approach was dictated by 
the demand that all equipment, including lights, projectors, speakers, etc., be 
hidden from view wherever possible. As stated by the exhibi on designers, 
the performance of the technology “must be as if it is magic.” Therefore, the 
hundreds of fixtures were individually installed within each of the many set 
pieces, along with careful placement of controllers, power supplies and other 
accessories. For the Enchanted Garden, WorldStage provided 8‐UDX 4K40 
projectors and 3‐UDM models fed from a disguise media server system. For 
the other exhibits, a combina on of Panasonic PT‐RZ970’s and Optoma 
projectors were used, all fed from a Brightsign media playback network. In 
addi on to the visuals, Weisberg designed a compact sound rig using d&b 
audiotechnik, JBL and Meyer Sound components for the Enchanted Garden 
and other exhibits. 
worldstage.com 

To provide country star Kane Brown with impac ul 
onstage visuals for his 2021 North American tour, 
Ahlstrand Produc ons selected dynamic and cu ng‐edge 
Mar n Professional ligh ng solu ons provided by ligh ng 
company DCR Nashville. The rig features 60 Mar n VDO 
Atomic Dot CLD fixtures configured in rows of twelve 
behind the video screen, crea ng a massive backdrop for 
deep washes and stunning automa on. The Mar n VDO 
Sceptron 10 sports next‐genera on 16‐bit per color image 
processing technology and pixel‐level calibra on for 
everything from full and bright washes to subtle hues.  
The stage outline created by the Sceptrons gives 
addi onal impact to Brown and the band’s stage  
presence with bold and saturated colors and flashes. 
Addi onally, ligh ng designer Trevor Ahlstrand of 
Ahlstrand Produc ons  designed them into automated set pieces or ligh ng pods that come down to surround Kane during 
his acous c set or stripped‐down songs. The Sceptrons highlight a triangle pa ern directly behind the musicians, crea ng a 
more subtle and in mate ligh ng effect that s ll translates to arena‐sized venues. The Mar n P3 so ware used to control  
the Sceptrons allowed for instant data processing and pinpoint pixel mapping and automa on with ease, making them a  
key ligh ng component throughout the en re show. 
pro.harman.com 

Ahlstrand Produc ons and DCR Nashville equip  
Kane Brown’s tour with Mar n Professional fixtures 

WorldStage provides AV & ligh ng for  
Chris an Dior: Designer of Dreams 
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To provide Descanso Gardens with 
immersive and weatherproof ligh ng 
for their Halloween‐themed event 
Carved, visual design company 
Lightswitch selected and installed next‐
genera on Mar n Professional ligh ng 
solu ons. 
 
Organizers requested a unique and 
immersive ligh ng rig for Carved that 
could then carry over into the setup for 
Enchanted later in the year. 
Addi onally, since the event takes place 
at night in a forested area, the ligh ng 
had to not only be expressive and 
immersive, but also prac cal to ensure 
that families stayed on the trail and 
weather‐resistant to endure the 
elements".  

 
To meet these requirements, 
Lightswitch deployed a range of ligh ng 
solu ons including the durable and 
versa le Mar n VDO Atomic Bold 
fixtures. “During the pandemic, 
Descanso Gardens contacted us about 
doing a Halloween‐themed version of 
Enchanted, because they saw an 
opportunity in the market to provide a 
high‐produc on nigh me Halloween 
event that was also family‐friendly,” 
said Chris Medvitz, Ligh ng Designer, 
Lightswitch. 
 
Medvitz and the Lightswitch team 
installed the Atomic Bolds near a large 
flower bed, featuring light boxes made 
of reclaimed wood with monstrously 
carved faces.  

 
The Atomic Bolds, placed on a nearby 
roo op, provided a deep, saturated 
wash area that heightened the impact 
of the light coming from the wooden 
boxes and brought a subtle but 
transforma ve atmosphere to the 
installa on. Addi onally, Medvitz took 
advantage of the Atomic Bolds’ 
included PAR64‐sized front accessory 
holders to add top hats to minimize 
glare into audience areas. 
 
“With the Atomic Bolds, we created 
this massive wash of color across this 
flower bed,” added Medvitz. “It was 
cool because the flower bed itself has 
plants with all different colors of leaves 
and flowers, and saturated colors from 
the Bolds were able to alter the colors 
of the flowers, like when you shine a 
colored light on a colored object. 
Shi ing the colors really changed the 
way that the flower beds appeared, 
and that ended up working out great.” 
 
“We ended up dialing them down 
probably to 50% intensity because 
they're so bright,” said Medvitz. “We 
certainly were just scratching the 
surface on the capabili es of the 
fixtures in our applica on, but they're 
definitely impressive. I have a high 
opinion of the Atomic Bolds a er using 
them, and I think they turned out 
looking really great.” 
 
 
pro.harman.com 

www.avltimes.com 

Lightswitch u lizes Mar n VDO Atomic Bold  
fixtures for Halloween‐themed art installa ons 
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Paris‐based crea ve studio Blue Node Paris, which specialises in 
real‐ me virtual environments, together with Pure View XR 
Studio and D/Labs, used the disguise Extended Reality (xR) 
workflow as an essen al solu on for shoo ng forty‐three 
musical numbers in four days for the French TV show “La  
Soirée Extraordinaire”, immersing several well‐known French 
musical ar sts in otherworldly virtual backdrops. Blue Node 
Paris u lised two disguise vx 4 media servers and four rx render 
nodes with RenderStream to power the impressive selec on  
of photorealis c virtual scenes developed in Unreal Engine.  
“We could not have done this without disguise,” says Blue 
Node’s co‐founder Pierre‐Guy di Costanzo. “disguise is an xR 
specialist and a robust delivery solu on.” Di Costanzo cites 
disguise’s ability “to switch between cameras and keep the 
scene” as an important asset to the produc on along with the 
disguise meline: “When you have 12 scenes a day to deliver, 
you need to prepare your meline to switch from one to 
another. [With disguise] you can just click, shoot and go. 
disguise is na ve Unreal so it allows you to deliver content  
on big screens.” 
disguise.one 

Ayrton is thrilled to be part of The Doobie Brothers 
new tour in celebra on of their 50th anniversary, 
which will play to around 50 venues across the USA 
and Canada throughout 2021 and 2022. Solotech of 
Nashville supplied 17 Ayrton Khamsin LED profile 
fixtures for this iconic tour which were chosen by the 
produc on design team at Darkroom Crea ve, Seth 
Jackson and Nathan Alves. The team wanted the 
Khamsin fixtures as part of their unique, retro design 
which they use to summon up a 1980s vibe. “In 
celebra on of the Doobie Brothers’ 50th Anniversary, 
Darkroom Crea ve did a li le celebra on of our own,” 
explains Jackson. ““We figured since the band was 
celebra ng 50 years, and the concert ligh ng business 
is roughly the same age, we would give a nod to the 
guys that inspired us when we were ge ng started. 

The ligh ng rig, though completely LED, is reminiscent of the par can rigs of the 1970s and ‘80s. What would have been ‘14 
movers and 120 par cans’ became 17 Khamsins amid a ra  of other moving lights. “The Khamsins have been very solid the 
en re tour so far,” agrees David Carr, the tour’s ligh ng crew chief. “Performance‐wise they have a great zoom range without 
losing any punch. Even limi ng their intensity to be er match the other fixtures (we run them at about half intensity), they 
s ll pack a punch and are very crisp.” 
ayrton.eu Photo © Darkroom Creative 

Ayrton Khamsin shines on The Doobie Brothers  
50th Anniversary Tour 

Blue Node relies on disguise xR to immerse  
musical ar sts in “La Soirée Extraordinaire” 
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The first SAGA Fes val in Romania, a 
collabora on between two dance world 
wunderkinds – ALDA Events and 
Insomniac – was so full on that the site 
was changed up to a bigger venue on 
the land of aerospace company 
Romaero in Bucharest. Helping create 
this unique electronic music fes val 
experience and new chapter in 
Romanian live event history was Andre 
Beekmans and his talented team from 
Netherlands‐based design prac ce, The 
Art of Light, who specified over 200 
Robe moving lights for the largest stage 
– Source. Eindhoven‐based Andre 
created the produc on ligh ng designs 
and supplied programmers and 
operators for Source plus the two other 
big stages, “Heat” and “Spark”. With 
some stages in the open air, SAGA also 
took advantage of a selec on of 
enormous airplane hangars on the site,  

 
which is s ll a fully func onal working 
aircra  repair and service facility. 
 
As the de facto Main Stage, “Source” 
was awesomely visual as you’d expect 
from a leading dance event, with a set 
that included the DJ booth integrated 
into a striking mul ‐faceted pentagonal 
scenic orb centrepiece with stylised 
‘rays’ … that released energy into the 
dance/audience space. Andre matched 
this with lines of Robe MegaPointes and 
Pointes along the rays, represen ng 
sizzling spikes and energy flows pulsing 
out into the audience, which consumed 
78 x Pointes and 88 x MegaPointes, 
including MegaPointes rigged along all 
the outlines of the set. “It was an easy 
decision,” stated Andre. “I needed 
fixtures with plenty of power and lots of 
features and tricks … so Pointes and 
MegaPointes were perfect!” 

 
Eight Robe BMFL WashBeams were 
used for key lights with 32 Spiider  
LED wash beams comple ng the  
Robe count, providing smooth, even 
stage and set washes.  
 
Ligh ng kit for areas 2, 
3 and 4 was supplied by 
The Purple Group from 
the Netherlands, which 
was the event’s lead 
technical equipment 
contractor. They are 
part of Ampco Flashlight, who supplied 
ligh ng for the Source main stage 
under Purple Group’s supervision. In 
total 55 trucks of produc on le  the 
Netherlands for Romania!  
 
www.robe.cz 
 
Photos © Andre Beekmans 
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In Ukrainian singer Olya Polyakova’s “The Queen of the 
Night” show, staged at Kiev’s Palace of Sports in October 
2021, a large array of Claypaky ligh ng fixtures gave a 
dynamic, high‐energy look to the concert and accented 
the royal design mo f employed by the popular 
performer. Yuriy Andrushchenko, Director of Feyeria, 
supplied Ligh ng Designer Vlad Cherepin with 62 
Claypaky Sharpys, 54 Sharpy Plus, 32 Mini‐B LED moving 
lights, 32 Tambora Ba ens and eight Scenius Unico spots 
for the concert. “The central element of the set was a 
star‐shaped crown suspended from trusses on moving 
motors, where we put the Sharpy fixtures,” says Dmytro 
Andrushchenko, stage designer of Feyeria company.  
“Sharpys were very well suited to this applica on 
because they are small and easy to install and have a 
great effect in a large hall.” Vlad Cherepin chose Sharpys, 
he says, “because they were perfect to make narrow 
beams and to repeat the contours of the crown in the air.” In addi on, Sharpy Plus created very bright colors and unusual 
gobo effects, while the Mini Bs acted as bright fill lights, he explains.   The Scenius Unico fixtures served as front lights and 
profiles accentua ng the singer and dancers while the Tambora Ba ens proved to be “powerful ligh ng effects tools,” says 
ligh ng operator Ruslan Bondarev. At Claypaky, Slawa Gartung is CIS Sales Manager. 
claypaky.com 

A grandMA3 ligh ng control system ‐ 
hardware and so ware ‐ is at the heart 
of the new AFAS Experience Center’s 
800 capacity theatre in Leusden, the 
Netherlands. The FOH ligh ng control 
system comprises a grandMA3 compact 
XT console to run the stage ligh ng for 
the more complex and hands‐on shows, 
with a grandMA3 replay unit – running 
in a different session – for local remote 
touch screen control of pre‐set ligh ng 
scenes. The grandMA3 replay unit is also 
undertaking other complex networking 
and automa on and effec vely ac ng as 
an architectural controller for the 
building’s fixed ligh ng installa on. 
Taking advantage of the scope of the 
grandMA3’s IP control and OSC 
compa bility, these addi onal networking tasks include the remote switching of 480 circuits of ligh ng hard power, including 
for the house and backstage ligh ng systems and the theatre’s remote follow spo ng system. “The power, flexibility and 
networking capabili es of grandMA3 made it a ‘no‐brainer’ when choosing a control system,” commented Chris an Borgers 
from the project’s ligh ng specifier and supplier, Rolight – MA Ligh ng’s distributor in the Netherlands. 
maligh ng.com  Photo © Rolight 

Claypaky fixtures go royal for dynamic  
“Queen of the Night” concert in Ukraine 
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In the tri‐state area where Indiana, 
Kentucky and Ohio meet, just north of 
Cincinna , lies Citygate Church’s new 
campus, Forest Park. The church, which 
originated in Cincinna  and was once 
mobile, has grown from a small 
congrega on into a thriving, mul ‐site 
ministry that enhances services for live 
and broadcast audiences using 
customizable ligh ng from Ela on  

 
Professional specified and installed by 
integra on company S&L Integrated 
Systems. 
 
There were predominately two areas to 
light in the 1500‐capacity sanctuary – a 
raised band riser that supports a full 
band and a larger lower deck. Nathan 
Tomberlin, an account execu ve at S&L 
Integrated Systems, put together a 
cohesive 3‐point focus package that 
serves as a founda on design with key 
ligh ng and rear wash, a ‘phase one’ 
package that he says the church can add 
to over me. Nathan uses two key 
luminaires to realize the design, the 
compact Fuze SFX™, a mul ‐purpose 
LED spot and effects fixture; and the 
WW Profile HP™, a high‐powered LED 
warm white ellipsoidal. “The catwalk 
angles stage right and stage le  are at 
about 45 degrees so it was perfect for 
key and fill from the WW Profiles,” 
Nathan explains. “We also have them 
on a 50 . s ck of truss over FOH for the 
downstage and altar, and addi onal  

 
fixtures on another truss at proscenium 
over the altar area for front wash for 
the band riser. The SFX are on the 
ground and upstage le , center, and 
right.” Ela on Pla num Wash ZFX 
moving head wash fixtures were 
transferred from Citygate’s Lebanon 
campus to supplement the SFX and 
WW Profiles. 
 
S&L Integrated designed, supplied and 
installed the ligh ng system along with 
motors, rigging, structure, audio and 
comm systems. Nathan also designed a 
patching system for DMX. “Forest Park 
has given us an opportunity to set a 
standard for produc on for our 
campuses while establishing the look 
and feel that we want. It’s a system we 
can translate from one campus to 
another as we grow,” Dustan said, 
no ng that the goal next year is to put 
in the same broadcast and ligh ng 
setup in the Lebanon campus. 
 
ela onligh ng.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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Ela on ligh ng covers stage and broadcast  
at Citygate Church campus 

FUZE SFX™ 
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At mes, theatre has a unique way of firing  
the imagina on by blurring boundaries. Such  
is the case with Freestyle Love Supreme, the 
exultant, hip‐hop laced, improvisa onal whirl 
created by  Lin‐Manuel Miranda and Tommy 
Kail of Hamilton fame, along with Anthony 
Veneziale, where performers seem to spring  
to life right before the audience’s very eyes. 
Ligh ng designer Jeff Croiter and set designer 
Beowulf Bori  engendered the connec on 
between actors and audience in their work for 
the current (and fourth) itera on of Freestyle 
Love Supreme at Broadway’s Booth Theatre  
by crea ng an immersive atmosphere that 
enveloped both the stage and the venue itself. 
We want to have a club‐like look and feel 
throughout the theatre as the audience 
enters,” said Croiter,  who was also responsible for ligh ng the three previous produc ons of the show. “At mes throughout 
the show, it’s important to be able to have a connec on between the audience and stage.” Helping Croiter accomplish this is 
a collec on of CHAUVET Professional COLORado 1 Solo and COLORado 2 Solo fixtures supplied by 4Wall Entertainment.  
chauvetprofessional.com 

What is space? What is me? As far as music is 
concerned, they can some mes be no more than stepping 
stones to be traversed in the journey that connects ar sts 
and audiences. Such was the case recently when Motown 
legends The Jacksons stepped on the stage at the five‐day 
W‐Fes val in this beach town. Contribu ng to the fes ve 
mood that made the distance and years melt away was 
dynamic and colourful light show designed by Benjamin 
De Maere and Soundfield that featured 150 CHAUVET 
Professional fixtures supplied by Soundfield, which also 
served as the technical producer of the event. “We 
brought in a system that was 95‐percent CHAUVET 
Professional for W‐Fes val and Sinner’s Day, all from our 
rental stock,” said Patrick De Leeuw of Soundfield. 
“Mavericks were a big part of our system. We had 52 MK2 

Profiles and 44 MK2 Washes, which gave us a great deal of versa lity. They were joined by 10 Rogue R3 Washes, 14 STRIKE 
4s, 18 STRIKE P38s and 12 COLORado Q40 fixtures. There was also a second stage that we lit with some Rogues.” Drawing on 
the versa lity of these fixtures, the design team conjured up an array of vivid looks with dis nct colour combina ons set 
against evoca ve atmospherics, crossing beam pa erns, aerial washes, and bold side ligh ng. Working hand‐in‐hand with the 
ligh ng were breakout video pa erns created by Livecut and displayed on a wall supplied by Vidisquare. 
chauvetprofessional.com 

Soundfield calls on 150 CHAUVET Professional  
fixtures for W‐Fes val and Sinners Day 

Jeff Croiter creates connec vity for  
Freestyle Love Supreme with CHAUVET Professional 
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DSMP is delighted to host a unique 
installa on for their latest Paris‐based 
loca on 3537, designed by ar sts 
Gerrard and Richie Haw n, in 
partnership with ROE Visual. 
 
The installa on, a large, high‐defini on 
LED screen facing off with a stack of 
speakers, has a one‐month residency. 
The screen depicts an iridescent python 
ea ng its tail and moving slowly in a 
figure‐eight, the shape of infinity. 
Gerrard programmed a virtual camera 
to pan over the snake at the sun's 
speed, with the light, perspec ve, and 
speed changing with the seasons.  
 
Embedded in many of Gerrard's works 
are warnings about climate change. His 
"solar serpent" at 3537, moving under 
the sun in the shape of an ancient 
symbol of birth and renewal, suggests 
that people ignore rhythms of balance 
at their peril.  

 
Looking for a LED screen that would do 
right to the minu ae iridescent color 
shades and the deep black surrounding 
the snake, execu ve producer Mar ne 
d'Anglejan‐Cha llon and Jim Mar n 
approached ROE Visual. Convinced that 
only a high‐quality LED product would 
do jus ce to this digital work of art, they 
were delighted that ROE Visual could 
supply the correct type of LED panel. 
The extraordinary color gamut of the 
Ruby RB2.3 LED panel, combined with 
its wide viewing angle and high 
contrast, made it perfect for the job. 
 
"Being able to transpose my artwork 
from a design environment to a live 
environment without loss of quality or 
color spectrum is of enormous 
importance and meaning for any ar st," 
comments Gerrard. "We're delighted 
with the final results, the LED wall is 
perfec on, and the python on it looks 
beau ful," states d'Anglejan‐Cha llon. roevisual.com 

www.avltimes.com 

ROE Visual partners with Dover Street Market  
for 1.iridescent.stream  
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Product used:  
ROE Visual Ruby RB2.3 
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Ljubljana Puppet Theatre (Lutkovno 
Gledališče Ljubljana) is famous for both 
puppet produc ons and live ac ng 
dramas, musicals, and other 
performance entertainments in and 
around its various spaces, which are 
also available for business events. The 
200 capacity Saint Jacob’s 
(Šentjakobsko) Hall auditorium has 
recently re‐opened a er a complete 8‐
month renova on plan. This latest 
technical upgrade has included the 
installa on of 16 new Robe T1 LED 
Profile moving lights in the Saint Jacob’s (Šentjakobsko) Hall. They join more recent Robe purchases across the venue’s other 
four performance spaces including The Tunnel which burrows into the hill beneath Ljubljana Castle and has 12 x CycFX8s 
which are perfect for ligh ng the long corridor audience areas. The 180‐seat St Jacob’s Stage, the Main Stage, Small Stage 
and the Stage Under the Stars located on the top floor with a glass roof up to the night skies all share 12 x LEDBeam 150s and 
nine LEDWash 300+’s which can be moved around for different shows as needed. The Robe fixtures were all selected by 
technical manager Jure Žnidaršič and his team, and based on their performance, features and the success of the theatre’s 
longer‐term investments in Robe which started in 2011 with ColorSpot and ColorWash 250 luminaires which were specified 
by the LD for a puppet show that played on the Stage Under the Stars. All the Robes have been delivered by Robe’s Slovenian 
distributor MK Light Sound, and Jure also men ons the “excellent” working rela onship, service, and backup they have with 
the distributor as another good reason for selec ng Robe. 
www.robe.cz 

Denmark’s thriving live music scene  
re‐energised in style a er the country’s 
post pandemic ‘Freedom Day’ with 
several prominent shows and events 
including a landmark performance at Parken Stadium in Copenhagen by The Minds of 99 who smashed it as only the second 
ever Danish act to play there, in front of 50,000 ecsta c fans, complete with a high impact show design from Jannik Kenneth 
Skov Jensen. Ligh ng included over 300 Robe fixtures – a megamix of Tarrantulas, BMFL WashBeams, MegaPointes, Spiiders, 
BMFL FollowSpot LTs and RoboSpots. Jannik Kenneth specified four RoboSpot remote follow spot systems for the show.  
The BaseSta ons were posi oned behind the stage and three were linked to a total of 12 x BMFL FollowSpot LTs and BMFL 
Spot follow spots. He loves being able to control all the parameters – colour, intensity, iris, etc – from his console, in this case 
a grandMA2 full size, so he did all the colour bumps and other effects, keeping everything in perfect unison with the other 
cues and leaving the RoboSpot operators free to concentrate on accurate poin ng‐and‐shoo ng! The light and screen 
produc on was co‐ordinated and managed by 4K Projects. The light and video equipment was provided by Victory Tour 
Produc ons, and audio was delivered by AllRound ‐ Lyd & Lys. 
www.robe.cz 

Robe speaks loud for The Minds of 99 

Robe holds the strings at Ljubljana Puppet Theatre 
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Technical manager  
Jure Žnidaršič 

“Wizard of Oz” Show 
Photo © Mankica Kranjec 



 
To complement the immersive video 
content featured on Porter Robinson’s 
Nurture Live Tour, Ben Coker designed 
and programmed a sophis cated 
ligh ng rig featuring Mar n 
Professional MAC Ultra Performance 
and MAC Aura PXL fixtures controlled 
by a P3‐50 system controller, all 
provided by Chris e Lites. 
 
Coker selected the Mar n MAC Ultra 
Performance, Mar n’s next‐genera on 
moving‐head LED luminaire, as the 
primary ligh ng fixture for the tour. 
Built to support the biggest live events, 
the cu ng‐edge fixture incorporates a 
proprietary 1150‐wa  LED engine that 
delivers up to 46,500 lumens with high‐
resolu on dimming, strobing and 
Mar n’s unique Animo on effect.  
“I've used a lot of the other bigger 
fixtures over the past several years and 
the MAC Ultra Performance is the 
nicest, brightest spotlight that I've 
seen,” said Coker. “For what I'm using it  
 
 

 
for, it checks every single box. It has a 
great gobo set, great colors, great zoom 
range, it's fast for its size and it’s super 
bright and punchy. When you iris it 
down, it holds its own with a lot of the 
beam fixtures, and when you zoom it 
out wide, you s ll have enough intensity 
to be able to see big gobo breakup 
pa erns and aerials. That's really 
difficult to find in most fixtures.” 
 
To enhance the tour’s immersive video 
content, Coker took advantage of the 
crea ve pixel mapping capabili es of 
the new Mar n MAC Aura PXL. 
“The Aura and Aura XB have been my 
favorite go‐to fixtures for a long me,” 
said Coker. “I liked their simplicity and 
dependability. When I first saw the PXL, 
I was really excited—probably the most 
excited about a fixture I've been for 
quite a while. I knew that it was going  
to be the right choice for the tour. The 
sheer quan ty of individual LED diode 
sources inside the lens and backlight  

 
really appealed to me because it gave 
me a higher resolu on of pixel 
mapping. 
 
 
Coker used a single Mar n P3‐050 
system controller unit to map video 
content to the MAC Aura PXLs.  
“Since we have a video floor, I wanted 
to be able to take that content and 
replicate it overhead via P3,” explained 
Coker. “By using the P3‐050, I could 
have that full pixel control and send 
whatever content I wanted to the 
lights, but I didn't have to use a ton of 
channels. That's a huge advantage for 
P3—besides ease of control, mapping 
and setup—not having to use tons of 
parameters. It would take one universe 
per light to be able to have that same 
control via DMX.” 
 
pro.harman.com 
 
Photo © Nancy Danh Huynh 

www.avltimes.com 

Porter Robinson’s Nurture Live Tour wows audiences 
with immersive ligh ng from Mar n Professional 
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Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) has 
opened a new xR stage for virtual produc on 
powered by disguise vx 4 and rx II media servers,  
as part of a landmark 10.9‐acre expansion project 
of the university’s Savannah Film Studios, with a 
Hollywood‐style film backlot. The expansion will 
make SCAD’s Savannah Film Studios the largest, 
most comprehensive university film studio 
complex in the country. The newly‐built xR stage is 
the largest and tallest studio at any SCAD loca on.  
A second xR stage is under construc on at SCAD 
Atlanta and scheduled to open in Fall 2022. SCAD 
has collaborated with MEPTIK, an experien al 
design and virtual produc on company co‐
founded by SCAD alumna Sarah Linebaugh to 

design the xR stage in Savannah as well as Atlanta. Atlanta‐based MEPTIK is a disguise Cer fied Solu on Provider. Dubbed a 
“true game‐changer” for SCAD, the new xR stage will offer unparalleled storytelling opportuni es to students across the 
schools of Entertainment Arts and Digital Media. The xR stage has an LED video wall display from DeNyse Digital measuring 
approximately 40 x 20 x 17 feet with a 1.5mm pixel pitch. The environments displayed on the screen are created using Unreal 
Engine, and the stage features stYpe RedSpy tracking RED’s Komodo 6K camera, ou i ed with Zeiss lenses. The disguise xR 
workflow powers the delivery of real‐ me graphics from Unreal Engine with four vx 4 and two rx II media servers. 
disguise.one 

Long running ice show ‘Hot Ice’, which 
takes place annually at the Pleasure Beach 
Arena, is one of the highlights of 
Blackpool’s summer season and their latest 
produc on ‘Euphoria’ has been no 
different. Ligh ng plays a huge part in 
bringing these spectacular performances to 
life, therefore, for many years Stageworks 
Worldwide Produc ons (the produc on 
team behind Hot Ice) have worked closely 
with specialist equipment provider, A.C. 
Entertainment Technologies (AC‐ET) to 
keep their ligh ng rig up‐to‐date. In 2021 
they added a number of Claypaky fixtures 
to their already extensive set‐up. Claypaky 
products supplied includes; Claypaky Mini‐
B – their smallest LED beam; Claypaky HY 
B‐EYE K15 ‐ LED wash light, beam light, and a spectacular visual effect projector all in one; and Claypaky Sharpy Plus – beam 
and spotlight. AC‐ET’s Andy Mahaffey comments; “It is always a pleasure to work with Amanda and the Stageworks team to 
deliver state of the art ligh ng equipment to support their world‐class performance. Choosing the correct fixtures for the job 
is always key, and I thoroughly enjoy suppor ng the produc on team to ensure they get exactly what they need to create the 
stunning looks this show requires.” 
claypaky.com 
ac‐et.com 

Hot Ice delivers Euphoria with help from Claypaky 

SCAD uses disguise for the University’s  
Savannah Film Studios xR Stage 
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The fourth GlasGLOW event opened 
hearts and minds as people engaged 
with the fun and imagina ve light art 
presented by this stunning I son 
illuminated trail concept in Glasgow 
Botanical Gardens. Two kilometres of 
ligh ng, set pieces and narra ve magic 
energised the dark winter evenings, and 
ligh ng designer Grant Anderson chose 
Robe iPointes and iSpiiders to help 
ramp up the drama for central 
installa on and finale.  
 
Grant had used iPointes for 2020’s 
GlasGLOW3 event, and was delighted 
with the results, so he spec’d the 
fixtures again to create impressive 
searchlight beam effects blas ng 
through the air around the finale 
ligh ng composi on, a large area 
involving the main lawns transformed 
into an ocean of pixel dots which was 
traversed by guests via a central 
walkway.  The iSpiiders were used in 
this same area, horizontally beaming 
across the lawns as they came alive 
with animated, colour changing, 
chasing pixels. 
 
Grant u lised over 2000 different 
ligh ng fixtures – more if you count the 
pixel dots – on the en re project which 
was spread out across the Botanical  

Gardens, all controlled via two 
grandMA2 consoles programmed by 
Lawrence Stromski in a very well 
organised FOH cabin. Two areas of the 
trail were running a mecoded show 
and the rest of the ligh ng effects and 
scenes were MIDI triggered via the 
soundtrack.  
 
All the ligh ng equipment was supplied 
by Encore, project managed for them  
by Adrian Searle and Stephen Reid. 
Grant comments that their service  
and a en on to detail was “excellent  
as always”.  

 
www.robe.cz 
 
Photos © Louise Stickland 
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GlasGLOWs in the dark with Robe i‐Series  

fixtures to beat the weather 
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To bring a combina on 
of hyper‐realis c 
daylight looks and 
classic theatrical ligh ng 
to the produc on of 
Schmigadoon!, Director 
of Photography Todd 
Elyzen, Ligh ng 
Programmer Jason 
McKinnon and Gaffer 
Bill Kassis deployed more than 200 Mar n Professional MAC 
Encore Performance CLD fixtures supplied by Chris e Lites. To 
achieve the right look for every scene and be able to easily switch 
between and recall ligh ng setups, Director of Photography Todd 
Elyzen came up with the unorthodox idea to deploy a ligh ng rig 
primarily composed of moving‐head fixtures mounted overhead. Ligh ng Programmer Jason McKinnon selected the Mar n 
MAC Encore Performance CLD for the task, securing more than 200 fixtures with the help of Chris e Lites Rental 
Representa ve Joe Foley. In the end, the team deployed half of those fixtures on the primary set at Vancouver Film Studios, 
supplemented by addi onal sources to create a base level of ambient light in day me scenes. “The use of moving lights as 
the main ligh ng instrument for each scene is what made this project unique,” added McKinnon. “O en, the catwalks are full 
of ligh ng techs, and many conven onal fixtures constantly need re‐focusing, but the Encores made this obsolete. 
pro.harman.com 

German‐based AVE Verhengsten GmbH & Co was 
commissioned to supply the en re conference 
booth for the automo ve so ware company 
CARIAD at "The IAA MOBILITY 2021"  
in Munich. Using the latest, high‐tech 
presenta on techniques, AVE & ROE Visual 
created a powerful collabora on of mo on 
tracking with an immersive LED floor. AVE  
was commissioned to supply the complete 
conference booth. Their close contact with 
leading manufacturers gives AVE access to the 
latest top‐quality components and innova ons. 
The technical collabora on of AVE and ROE 
Visual featured the Volkswagen/ CARIAD booth 
in Hall B2 on 500 m2 across two levels. It 
included an interac ve LED stage for 
presenta ons, conferences, and talks. 

Addi onally, the ROE Visual LED floor, measuring 16 x 12 modules (70 m²), was combined with a mo on tracking system  
to create spectacular and immersive presenta ons. Summarizing, AVE's project manager Nico Prell comments: "It's 
unbelievable how much poten al the Black Marble LED‐Floor has in terms of modular display expandability, sensor‐packed 
tracking system, and mul ‐func onal play‐out op ons." 
avepro.net/ave/ 

AVE and ROE Visual Black Marble  
co‐working for CARIAD Press Conference 

Schmigadoon! Pays homage to classic musicals  
with Mar n Professional ligh ng solu ons 
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“This me, I wanted texts that stuck to 
the ribs,” Koen Wauters told an 
interviewer when discussing 
“Tweesprong”, the Dutch‐ language LP 
recorded by award‐winning band 
Clouseau. Luc Peumans and his team at 
Pain ng With Light have been ligh ng 
shows for Clouseau for 25 years, 
reflec ng their evolving sound on stage 
with richly textured panoramas. 
Unfailingly moving in sync with the 
band, Peumans  visually captures the 
essence of “Tweesprong” with a design 
that manages to be both bold and 
invi ng to celebrate Clouseau’s return 
to touring a er the pandemic 
lockdown. 
 
To achieve the looks he envisioned for 
his client’s return to touring, Peumans 
is using a kit anchored by a substan al 
collec on of CHAUVVET Professional 
fixtures supplied by Spendit.  

 
These luminaires include 28 Maverick 
MK1 Hybrid and 32 Maverick MK Pyxis 
fixtures, as well as 12 Rogue R2X Wash 
units, 30 STRIKE P38 blinders, and 82 
linear strips (58 EPIX Strip Tour 100s and 
24 EPIX Strip Tour 50s). 
 
A key part of that system is a collec on 
of eight Y‐shaped structures. Arranged 
in an inverted U, the structures frame 
the drum riser and pull a en on to the  

center of the stage. Each of these  
structures is made with EPIX strips, and 
each has Maverick MK Pyxis fixtures 
posi on at the three ends of its Y. 
 
There are no video walls in the 
Clouseau show. Instead, Peumans is 
relying on a wall of light from his 
STRIKE P38 fixtures. In addi on to 
delivering a big, bold background, the 
90W warm white blinders create plenty 
opportuni es to silhoue e the 
performers. “This is a very dynamic 
rock and roll show,” said Peumans. “We 
didn’t want a video wall, because we 
wanted intense back ligh ng to define 
the show. This is more reflec ve of the 
spirt of what this was all about.” 
 
 
chauvetprofessional.com 
 
Photos © Picturesk 
 

 www.avltimes.com 

Pain ng With Light reflects mood of Clouseau  
in Tweesprong with CHAUVET Professional 
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A er years of ligh ng Ryder Cup press areas with 
standard Lekos and PARs, the team at NMR Staging and 
Events decided to add Ela on’s dynamic and broadcast‐
quality KL Panel™ LED so light to their bag and the 
results were impressive. NMR, who has nearly 40 years of 
experience providing technology for a wide variety of 
events, purchased the full‐color‐spectrum and color 
temperature‐adjustable KL light panels last year for use 
on tradeshows and NMR’s in‐house studios. Daniel 
Gerstenhaber, head of ligh ng at NMR, says the ligh ng 
crew there liked them so much they bought addi onal 
luminaires to light this year’s press events at the Ryder 
Cup. “We needed to project a nice, flat field of light for 
the main interview area, something that could deal with 
the ambient light levels of the open press tent,” stated 
Gerstenhaber, who handled ligh ng design for the Ryder 
Cup press area. “It’s a tough situa on with throw 
distances and the bea ng brightness of the sun. With the 
KL Panel we were able to adjust color temperature on 
the fly and the output proved to be more than enough.”  
ela onligh ng.com 

MAGNUM, a full‐service entertainment technology company based in 
Atlanta, was asked to light the Grand Opening celebra on of The 
Epicurean Atlanta, a state‐of‐the‐art culinary‐themed hotel with  a 
demonstra on kitchen/theatre that is poised to become the city’s 
focal point for culinary programming. To light the exterior of the hotel 
for the September 23rd event, MAGNUM needed a powerful IP65‐
rated fixture that could project eye‐catching effects while handling any 
weather condi on and chose 24 Ela on Proteus Maximus™ fixtures to 
get the job done. “We were presented with the challenge of making a 
unique and memorable experience for the Grand Opening of 
Epicurean, and Ela on’s IP‐rated Proteus Maximus fixtures were ideal 
for this situa on,” said Taylor Chandler, Project Manager at MAGNUM. 
“The evening event was outdoors and the weather was ques onable. 
We needed a powerful, bright fixture to light the hotel, and the 
Proteus Maximus gave us the brightness we needed and peace of 
mind with their IP‐ra ng.” MAGNUM, who acquired the Maximus 
fixtures in early August, used twelve units to illuminate the side of the 
building while an addi onal twelve were used to project gobos onto 
the building and light the swimming pool area. 
magnumco.com 
ela onligh ng.com 

MAGNUM lights Epicurean Hotel Grand Opening 
with help of Proteus Maximus™ 

NMR and KL Panel™ ace Whistling Straits  
Golf Course at Ryder Cup 
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As the very first of its kind, the 1DayLA 
event saw 20,000 members mobilised 
to offer communi es across the county 
of Los Angeles help and hope. It 
culminated in a massive concert named 
The Freedom Experience, which was 
hosted at the brand new SoFi Stadium 
and subsequently aired on YouTube. 
4Wall Entertainment provided ligh ng, 
video and rigging, including Brompton 
4K Tessera SX40 LED processors and 
ROE Visual LED panels. 
 
ROE LED screens adorned the stage 
powered by Brompton LED processing, 
ensuring superb image quality. In 
addi on, disguise media servers, Sony 
camera flypacks, engineering, 
switching, and recorders were also 
used.  
 
The centre screen comprised 168  
flown ROE Carbon CB5 LED panels in 
airframes, measuring 24 feet wide by 7 
feet high, driven by a Brompton Tessera 
SX40 processor with three Tessera XD  

 
 
10G data distribu on units keeping 
cable runs to a minimum. 4Wall opted 
for 2496 x 1456 screen resolu on, with 
the feed for the screen coming from a 
disguise media server. 
 
The two IMAG screens flanking the 
stage were each 8 feet x 8 feet ROE 
Carbon CB8 flown in T4 frames.  
“The screens were driven by a single 
Tessera SX40 processor and each  
screen received its own Tessera XD  
box. The processor was fed directly 
from Video Engineering,” explains 
Wayne Romanowski, 4Wall Account 
Execu ve/Video Produc on. 

 
 
“The use of fibre and XD units was 
extremely beneficial to simplify both 
long cable homeruns and the internal 
cabling of the individual screens. It was 
just a very smooth process all the way 
through, which we have come to 
expect from our tried and tested 
Brompton Tessera processors. They 
always deliver cu ng‐edge visuals and 
bring efficiency to our internal 
workflow,” concludes Romanowski. 
 
 
 
 
bromptontech.com 
 www.avltimes.com 

Brompton Technology helps 1DayLA celebrate  
at The Freedom Experience 
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The powerful output and rich colors of 
the VLZ range of luminaires from Vari‐
Lite were harnessed to light up Egypt’s 
treasured historic landmarks for a 
procession of 22 ancient Pharaohs 
through the streets of Cairo. The ‘Golden 
Parade’ event, which showcased the 
mummified pharaohs as they were 
transported from the Egyp an Museum 
in Cairo to the Na onal Museum of 
Egyp an Civiliza ons four miles away in 
al‐Fustat, Old Cairo, was organized by 
The Ministry of Tourism and An ques. 
The event’s technical produc on team 
approached Hamed Arafa of rental 
house Hi‐Lights Group ‐ a Vari‐Lite and 
Strand distributor in Egypt ‐ who proposed Vari‐Lite VLZ PROFILE and VLZ WASH luminaries to bring light and color to the 
visual spectacle. The team used the high‐output VLZ range to light the Hatshepsut Temple, The Sphinx and The Great 
Pyramids for the promo shots of the Pharaohs’ Golden Parade. At Tahrir Square and along the en re length of the 
procession, more VLZ PROFILE, VLZ WASH and VL10 luminaires were deployed. In the same square, Vari‐Lite SL BAR 640, SL 
WASH 350 and SL PUNCHLITE 220 luminaires were used to light the passage of the mummies. SL PUNCHLITE 220 luminaires 
were also used indoors for the elegant interior, ligh ng towering walls, prominent statues and the focal stage area. 
vari‐lite.com 

Zero 88 has provided ligh ng consoles to the new 
Gibraltar Broadcas ng Corpora on (GBC) purpose‐
built TV and radio studio facility and HQ at 
Gibraltar’s South Jumpers Bas on. The ligh ng 
systems were designed, specified, and 
commissioned by UK‐based ligh ng specialist, The 
Projects Department, with the two Zero 88 FLX 
consoles at the heart of the control set up. The 
newsroom FLX is controlling around 50 lights which 
are primarily generic white light fixtures, with a mix 
of conven onals, LED fixtures, and moving lights. 
GBC purchased its first Zero 88 FLX console for its 
previous main studio in 2015, soon a er the 
product was launched. It was such a hit that GBC 
soon added another console for the second of their 
two TV produc on studios. In the new facility, the FLX’s four universes of DMX control are allowing all the generics and white 
lights to be controlled on one universe, with movers / LEDs on another, leaving universes 3 and 4 for addi onals, extras, 
specials, or visi ng ligh ng rigs. With one of the two largest studio spaces completely dedicated to news broadcas ng and in 
opera on constantly, the other used for general produc ons, a new FLX was purchased for the newsroom, freeing up the 
original console for use on outside broadcast (OB) work. So, GBC now has three FLX consoles. 
zero88.com 

Zero 88 FLX in control of ligh ng  
at Gibraltar TV’s facility 

Vari‐Lite VLZ’s illuminates Egyp an Pharaohs Parade 
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!Audacious Church was first set‐up in 
the heart of Manchester City Centre in 
2007, and has since expanded with an 
established campus in Chester. The 
Chester campus moved in to its own 
building in 2017, accommoda ng 
around 400 people. Since acquiring the 
new premises, it has undergone 
upgrades to the sound system, and 
interior design, and now most recently 
ligh ng equipment.  
 
!Audacious Church’s Produc on 
Manager, Lewis Wilkins was in charge 
of selec ng the products for the 
upgrade, and approached specialist 
entertainment equipment supplier,  
A.C. Entertainment Technologies  
 

(AC‐ET) to help with this. 
All products needed to be 
easy to use and accessible 
to their volunteer base. 
 
Looking for versa le fixtures that could 
work at a basic level, but also offered 
more complex features that could be 
u lised as the team’s skills develop, 
Lewis chose the PROLIGHTS DigiStrip,  
an LED video pixel strip. On the same 
principle, as most of the ligh ng 
operators are volunteers, Lewis wanted 
an all‐in‐one control surface that 
provided an intui ve, easy to use 
system – for this he chose an Avolites 
Quartz – their smallest all‐in‐one 
console. 

“Steve has been great! When you’re on 
this side of the process you are always 
concerned about being the nightmare 
client constantly changing things, but 
he has been wonderful from start to 
finish, always up front about any 
shipping/supply issues. I will have no 
issue ordering from AC‐ET again.” 
Concluded Lewis. 
 
ac‐et.com 
prolights.it 
avolites.com 
 www.avltimes.com 
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PROLIGHTS & Avolites deliver  
bold looks for !Audacious Church 

DigiStrip IP100 
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On the “About” sec on of its Facebook page, YC3 Ligh ng 
Design has a single declara ve sentence: Being ecologically 
aware and cost‐efficient has become an integral part of good 
design. A noble‐sounding phrase? Sure, but for this innova ve 
family‐run design firm, it’s also a deeply held belief that shapes 
its way of doing business. An example of this commitment can 
be seen in YC3’s choice off fixtures for Pit Bull’s current 32‐city I 
Feel Good tour. Engaging the audience with a warm white 
tungsten‐like glow at every stop on the tour are 24 STRIKE Array 
fixtures from CHAUVET Professional. Supplied by  Miami‐based 
LPS Produc on, these fixtures are evenly divided between 
STRIKE Array 4 and STRIKE Array 2 models. There are many 
reasons why the 24 IP65‐rated LED blinders were selected for 

the touring rig notes YC3 designer Yamil Charif, but high on the list is their eco‐friendly footprint. “The low power 
consump on of the Arrays is very important to us,” he said. “They average one amp per fixture at 120v, which is  impressive 
given their performance. To us, it shows that the industry is moving in the right direc on when it comes to environmental 
awareness.” Contribu ng to this ambiance is the smooth dimming of the STRIKE Array fixtures. “We are combining one 
STRIKE Array 4 unit with a STRIKE Array 2 to create a six lamp effect across the downstage truss,” said Yamil. “This allows us 
to bathe the audience in nice warm, white light. It also makes the crowd visible to Pitbull, which strengthens their 
connec on. Then when we dim these fixtures the effect is quite drama c. Their dimming is excellent. They don’t flicker even 
at one or two percent intensity and the curve is not too aggressive.” 
chauvetprofessional.com Photo © Todd Kaplan 

The music never stops in “The Music City” on the 
Cumberland. Vivid proof of that could be seen (and heard) 
late one evening recently as streams of jam band fans 
made their way across the city’s downtown district 
following a Phish concert at the Ascend Amphitheater. 
Their des na on: Nashville’s brand new Brooklyn Bowl, 
where management was throwing a late night “Phish A er 
Party.” Adding to the fes ve atmosphere was an 
electrifying Daniel Thibault lightshow that reverberated 
visually throughout the in mate, 1,200 person venue, 
filling it with an whirlwind of movement and colors.  “I 
wanted to make this room look its biggest,” said Thibault. 
“Everything about this band’s sound and stage presence is 
big.” Thibault, a partner in Life Is Art Studios, added 20 
CHAUVET Professional Rogue fixtures from his company’s 
own inventory to the house rig, to create the desired 
immersive atmosphere at the venue. He posi oned eight Rogue R2X Beam fixtures in an arch around the band members, and 
arranged 12 Rogue R2 Wash units around the rig’s beams. Thibault kept looks varied and cap va ng throughout the party by 
de ly changing pa erns and color combina ons, calling forth drama c pale es to fire the audience’s collec ve imagina on.  
At one point, when the band played their popular reggae‐like song “Bob and Weave,” he divided the stage in red, green and 
yellow sec ons, evoca ve of the Jamaican flag. 
chauvetprofessional.com 

Daniel Thibault gets fes ve with  
CHAUVET Professional at Phish A er Party 

YC3 Ligh ng Design creates posi ve energy  
for Pitbull with STRIKE Array 
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Stavanger Concert Hall is a gleaming, 
beau fully designed glass and steel 
architectural masterpiece occupying a 
stunning waterfront loca on in 
Norway’s charisma c ‘oil capital’, 
where the hustle of marine‐based 
industries fuse with a passion for 
culture and live performance.  
 
The venue has not been quiet during 
the pandemic period, which has seen 
the delivery of 66 x Robe ESPRITE 
moving lights and 24 x ParFect 150s,  
all part of an ongoing technical  
upgrade overseen by head of ligh ng, 
Nils Foss.  
 
The new fixtures are rigged in the 1200 
seat “Fartein Valen” concert hall and is 
also home to the Stavanger Symphony 
Orchestra. They are also in the fully 
flexible mul ‐purpose Zetlitz hall which 
has capaci es of 850 seated and 1900 
standing and is used for a wide range  
of performance. 

The 48 x Robe ESPRITE Profiles and 18 x 
ESPRITE PCs are distributed between 
the two main rooms and have replaced 
a quan ty of older moving lights 
purchased when the building opened in 
2012. The ParFect 150s have 
superseded older conven onal LED side 
lights as part of Zetlitz’s permanent 
house rig. “It was me for a change,” 
stated Nils. “We needed fixtures that 
were more powerful, quieter, lighter in 
weight and generally more versa le and 
sustainable.” 
 
The city of Stavanger made the budget 
available to facilitate arrival of the new 
lights over the summer ‐ when the Robe 
fixtures were delivered by Norwegian 
distributor, Norsk Sceneteknikk AS. 
 
The Concert Hall currently has 15 x 
ESPRITE Profiles and 18 x ESPRITE PCs in 
the rig, with the balance of the ESPRITE 
Profiles in the Zetlitz overhead system, 
joined by the 24 x ParFect 150s. 

The control pla orm is grandMA3, with 
new consoles delivered just before the 
pandemic shutdown also as part of the 
same upgrade package. 
 
www.robe.cz 
 
Photos © Louise Stickland 

www.avltimes.com 

Stavanger Concert Hall keeps it quiet  
with Robe ESPRITES 
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Part of the Sonic Cloisters virtual electronic music series, 
which explores the parallels between techno and the art 
of The Middle Ages, Dubfire’s xR performance was the 
first me that the Cloisters had undergone such a 
digitally‐enhanced display of its artwork. “It was 
amazing to be able to take this project into such a 
unique loca on for one day and basically launch a full 
xR experience without any kind of rehearsal,” explains 
Kamil Nawra l, Crea ve Director at VVOX. “We would 
never have thought of delivering this kind of project 
without the disguise and Unreal Engine workflows. The 
crea ve possibili es, the photorealism of the content 
and the stability of the system were unbelievable.” 
VVOX had been delving deep into xR with its recent investment in a disguise vx 2 media server and rx render node, so 
delivering Dubfire’s livestream in xR was a “natural choice” for its team. “We learned about RenderStream and how to use it 
to plug Unreal Engine into disguise a while ago; we also have an LED volume here in our studio that helped us learn the 
workflow. But for this scenario we decided to use the actual architecture of the venue and mix it into the set design. It was a 
huge opportunity to evolve xR into something different.” Having the venue in Unreal Engine gave VVOX the ability to build 
different objects that would correspond to the real world, such as AR graphics wrapping around two columns in the center of 
the room. “Because we couldn’t set down an LED floor, we had to obscure the table and the gear the ar st was playing on 
with an AR element so the set extension made visual sense,” he explains. 
disguise.one 

Honda fans got a preview of the all‐new 2022 Honda Civic Sedan as 
well as a live streamed concert from a Grammy and Academy Award 
winning ar st in the 20th Anniversary Honda Civic Tour. The event, 
broadcasted on Twitch, was an extended reality (xR) experience 
powered by disguise xR with changing virtual landscapes enhancing 
the ar st’s unforge able performance as well as sharing a glimpse of 
the new car. For around four to five months, virtual produc on 
experts Sixdegrees and All of it Now (AOIN) worked with content 
creators at Immanent to mingle the ar st’s live transi ons into three 
realis c virtual environments: a city that transforms into a jungle, a 
red‐rocks cave interior and a mountain top. Added to this was a 3D 
model of the new Honda Civic travelling through an extended reality 
environment. AOIN used a disguise vx 2 media server as the director 
to render the xR feeds and a vx 4 to render the LED video wall and floor feeds. An rx machine was used in the uncompressed 
25G mode, along with Mellanox MSN2010 switches, to achieve be er image quality and colour reproduc on. Since failover 
was not an op on on the live broadcast, a second vx 4 and an addi onal rx machine were run as understudies in separate 
sessions. “Real‐ me camera switching was a crucial element for the success of this project: It gave the director the freedom 
to switch cameras as if it were a standard live show,” said Danny Firpo, Producer at AOIN. “We used the IoCore 2 box to 
receive a camera tally and convert it to OSC for camera switching, and it worked flawlessly." “We had an cipated up to a 
minute or two to transi on into the three different environments. A er we op mised the [disguise] solo environments and 
set them up for level streaming it ended up taking only about 10 seconds to transi on from one scene to another. I was kind 
of amazed that we were able to move that fast!” said Drew Best, CEO of Immanent and Visual Content Director of the show. 
disguise’s new virtual zoom feature was also used to great effect on this project.  
disguise.one 

disguise xR powers the Honda Civic Tour 

Extended Reality goes medieval for live streamed  
DJ set from the Met Cloisters Museum 
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Show Director 



Green Hippo’s Taiga and Karst+ were 
the media servers of choice for man‐of‐
the‐moment Egyp an ar st Mohamed 
Ramadan, whose recent outdoor 
performance on Egypt’s North Coast 
saw 85,000 fans gather for what the 
singer described as “the largest 
audience a endance in 2021.” 
To entertain the masses, the region’s 
largest ever scaffolding stage was 
erected, measuring 45m wide and 20m 
high, for a concert that commanded 
serious a en on to detail, with the 
visuals quite literally taking centre stage 
among 800 ligh ng fixtures, 
pyrotechnics and special effects. The 
structure was built by event rental 
partner Hi‐Lights Group, which also 
supplied the 900 sq.m of LED video wall 
that displayed bespoke graphics on an 
impressive 4K video display with a total 
of 230,400 pixels.  
 
Hi‐Lights Group u lised two Hippo zer 
V4 Taiga and four Hippo zer V4 Karst+ 
Media Servers, with an output spli er.  

For accurate programming and fast 
performance, the video team used 
Hippo zer’s version 4.5.5 so ware.  
Fathy Hussien Hedia, Technical & 
Opera on Manager at Hi‐Lights Group, 
comments: “Mohamed Ramadan’s 
concert was the region’s largest outdoor 
event of 2021 and we had a great 
experience working with Green Hippo’s 
technologies on the produc on.  

We’ve been using their products for  
a long me and trust their abili es 
completely. Green Hippo products are 
very versa le and easy to use, which 
encourages technicians to bring out the 
best results possible.”  
 
greenhippo.com 
 
Photos © Hi-Lights Group 

www.avltimes.com 

Hippo zer drives huge LED screen for prominent 
Egyp an performer Mohamed Ramadan 
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When Living Word Church in Houston, Texas, was having 
trouble maintaining their sanctuary ligh ng system – partly 
due to problems acquiring spare parts – they reached out to 
Eric Bernstein of Ligh ng Ministries who quickly surveyed the 
situa on and prescribed a ligh ng upgrade of Ela on stage 
and house ligh ng fixtures. "I know that whatever fixtures I 
specified would need to be serviced and I wanted to assure 
the prospec ve client that these lights could be easily 
repaired when needed,” stated Bernstein, alluding to the 
client’s poor experience with their previous AV integrator. “I 
chose to go with Ela on for this job since I have dealt with 
their service department since 1992 and have a personal 
rela onship with several of their key personnel. I know 
replacement parts can easily be obtained by us or any of their 
dealers and/or service centers throughout the country." Like 
so many other projects begun pre‐pandemic, the ligh ng 
upgrade experienced delays. The extra me, months of Covid adjustment in which live streaming became more of a focus, 
led to the realiza on that any design needed to look as good on camera as it does live. Following several on‐site demos, a 
moving head package of 6 Ar ste Van Gogh™, 6 Smarty MAX™, 12 Fuze Wash Z350™ and 4 Fuze Profile CW™ was chosen for 
stage ligh ng impact, while 20 Fuze Pendant™ LED wash lights provide a dynamic house ligh ng solu on. Bernstein and 
Ligh ng Ministries handled design, specifica on and installa on of the new system. 
ela onligh ng.com 

Country music 
singer Thomas 
Rhe ’s tour, 
which ended 
October 9 in 
Raleigh, North 
Carolina, was also 
a visual treat with 
ligh ng designer 
Alec Takahashi 
incorpora ng pods of Ela on Dartz 360™ LED moving heads as 
the centerpiece of the show. Ligh ng supply was by Upstaging. 
With “Country Again,” Rhe  leans into his country roots. “We 
looked at a lot of front porch and living room textures from the 
South, wood finishes, oriental rugs, warm colors, old filament lamps, that kind of feel,” Takahashi states. “Much of the show 
is warmly colored yet there are a couple of songs that s ll have that pop punch. It was important to him that the design s ll 
have that pop vibe to it but then pull back to the more country themed looks.” The fluid design required a compact yet 
powerful ligh ng fixture that could adjust to a variety of looks and the choice fell to the compact, narrow‐beam Dartz 360. 
Stacked across the upstage wall as the centerpiece of the ligh ng design are 15 pods, each housing 6 Dartz for a total of 90 
units, a configura on that allows for a variety of expressions ‐ ght beams, gobo looks with prism, beau ful LED coloring with 
frost, and much more. Takahashi says the Dartz compact size allowed it to fit nicely in the pods. 
ela onligh ng.com Photo © Todd Kaplan 

Pods of Ela on Dartz™ the centerpiece of  
Alec Takahashi design for Thomas Rhe  tour 

Ela on ligh ng upgrade supports contemporary  
worship at Living Word Church 
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A large complement of Claypaky Mini‐B 
fixtures, supplemented by Claypaky 
A.leda B‐EYE K20s, illuminated the set 
of “Qui Sait Chanter,” a one‐of‐a‐kind 
singing compe on making its debut on 
Quebec’s Noovo network this fall. 
 
Quebec‐based Omnison provided 96 
Mini‐Bs, Claypaky’s smallest LED 
moving light for the professional 
market, and 12 versa le B‐EYE K20s, a 
combina on wash light, beam light and 
effects light, to Ligh ng Designer 
Jonathan Lewis for the new show. 
 
“Our rela onship with Claypaky started 
when we founded Omnison – their 
fixtures were really our first machines,” 
says Francis Gigeure, Vice President of 
Omnison.  “For this project, Jonathan 
asked for a beam light, so we looked at 
the Claypaky catalogue and once we 
found the Mini‐B we jumped on it.” 

Lewis’s mandate for “Qui Sait Chanter” 
was “to make sure that the show had  
a visual signature resembling the 
American version.”  But Lewis did not 
have a fixture list from the US show.   
“I saw pictures and videos and had the 
freedom to choose what we would use,” 
he explains. 
 
"Claypaky’s Mini‐B offered versa lity in 
both the setup of the unit as well as the 
possibili es of the machine,” Lewis 
notes.  “For a smaller fixture, it has a lot 
of power for its size.  The zoom and 
dimmer effects have beau ful curves. If 
we had to play with skin tones it gave us 
a great la tude because of the variable 
in the CMY. The color temperature 
features are very interes ng as well. 
“The B‐EYEs blended well visually with 
the Mini‐Bs,” he adds, also no ng the 
fixtures’ “prisma c and defragmentary” 
features. 

Lewis found that the Mini‐Bs were so 
small and light that he could put many 
of them on the rig for “a strong weight‐
to‐power ra o.”  He mounted three‐
quarters of the fixtures on the sides of 
the set, hung ver cally to enhance the 
screens on both sides.  The rest of the 
Mini‐Bs were posi oned on the floor.  
Lewis previously used Mini‐Bs on the 
finale of “Big Brother Canada,” where 
he says, “I did all my skin tones with the 
Mini‐B, which turned out great.”  
 
SC Media Canada, where Arif Nathu is 
Sales Representa ve and Noah Daoust 
is Product Manager, is the Claypaky 
distributor for Canada. 
 
 
 
 
 
claypaky.com 

www.avltimes.com 

Claypaky Mini‐B’s shine on “Qui Sait Chanter” 
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Swedish metal stars Avatar were eager to return to 
touring with a bold, new look, and the band’s long‐

me ligh ng designer Jimmy Olausson obliged by 
introducing an element of construc ve chaos that 
reflected their fearlessly bold sound. Aiding him in 
this undertaking on their North American tour was  
a rig that featured a collec on of CHAUVET 
Professional ÉPIX Strip, Rogue and COLORado fixtures 
owned by the band. Key to the gradual build up is  
the introduc on of Olausson’s custom visual content, 
which are played via Resolume over 96 ÉPIX Strips,  
48 of the units posi oned upstage, while the 
remaining 48 equally divided between stage le  and 
stage right. While the start of the show begins with 
an air of mystery and drama, Olausson incorporates 
the 16 Rogue R2 Beams to punctuate the set with 
slicing rays of light. Posi oning 10 R2 Beams on two 10‐foot truss structures behind the band and six beams in a row on the 
floor next to the drum riser, Olausson exploits the powerful throw and vivid hues of the fixtures to create a counterpoint to 
the visuals played through the ÉPIX Strips. Comple ng Olausson’s visual concept are a number of ver cal effects to create, in 
the designer’s words, “a good ol’ wall of light.” To achieve this, the 48 individual LEDs of the 12 COLORado Q40 Panels in his 
rig, which are mounted on a total of six ver cal trussing towers.  
chauvetprofessional.com 

The team at Cour Design is 
celebra ng the emo onal pull  
of Lord Huron’s music on the 
band’s recent USA tour with a 
powerful, image‐rich stage design.  
Designer Erik Anderson chose to 
illuminate this visual panorama 
with a collec on of CHAUVET 
Professional Maverick MK3  
Wash fixtures. “I specced the 
Mavericks,” he said. “They are  
our workhorses, and we love their 
brightness, especially with the 
outdoor shows on this tour.” 
Depending on the venue, between 
8 and 11 Maverick MK3 Wash fixtures are flown on downstage truss, while 8 other units are divided evenly between stage 
le  and stage right. The downstage fixtures are used for stage and  face light, while those on the sides are relied upon for 
color effects, ligh ng the band, accen ng scenic elements, and occasional crowd sweeps. Kai Colucci, who programmed the 
lightshow, explained how the RGBW wash fixtures enhanced the design. “The Mavericks were the only fixtures in the rig that 
were used to light the band,” he said. “We had no other key light. Especially important for Lord Huron was making the band 
pop against the set pieces.” 
chauvetprofessional.com Photos © Jordan August Photography 

Cour Design evokes rich imagery on  
Lord Huron Tour with CHAUVET Professional 

Jimmy Olausson adds construc ve chaos to  
redefine Avatar Tour with CHAUVET Professional 
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    MadMapper MadLaser with native ShowNET 
 

MadMapper just released their MadLaser extension for the support of 
lasers with video mapping and volumetric projects. The powerful 
ShowNET laser mainboard, which is the heart of a mul tude of laser 
systems in the market nowadays, is na vely supported by MadLaser. It 
does not require any addi onal so ware or licenses and works out‐of‐
the‐box: The laser is connected to the control computer via LAN cable 
and is instantly ready to go. The ShowNET laser mainboard is supported 
in both worlds, Windows and Mac, which makes it easily accessible to 
any user of MadMapper. A special discount is available from Laserworld 
for MadMapper users that want to get going with laser systems and 

MadLaser to extend their video mapping or volumetric projec on setup. These product ranges have a built‐in ShowNET laser 
mainboard and are therefore plug‐and‐play usable with MadLaser: ‐ Laserworld Diode Series ‐ Laserworld Purelight Series ‐ 
tarm lasers ‐ Ray Technologies (RTI) lasers and several others.  
laserworld.com 

 

 Elation Professional Proteus Excalibur™ 
 

The Proteus Excalibur™ from Ela on Professional is a stunningly 
powerful IP65 beam moving head fixture set to assume the role 
as the ligh ng industry’s new 21st Century searchlight. Excalibur 
is the brightest IP65 full‐featured beam fixture ever created, 
producing up to 200,000 lux at 20 meters (7500 lux at 100 
meters), an incredible light output from a surprisingly compact, 
and fast, body. Rivaling exis ng Xenon searchlights and sky 
trackers, the Excalibur’s extremely narrow 0.8° beam ensures 
the fixture cuts effortlessly through the sky and is visible at 
great distances. The intense beam projects from an ultra‐wide 
260mm front lens as a massive column of solid, a en on‐
grabbing light, a towering beacon that is impossible to miss. A 
wide array of gobos (8 interchangeable plus a 17‐posi on sta c 
wheel) and prism overlays (4‐ and 8‐facet) allow for a large 
variety of dynamic sky anima ons that add excitement and 
draw a en on to any event. The Excalibur offers full CMY color 
mixing plus 14 dichroic colors including CTO and UV. With its 
incredible light intensity, all CMY colors remain strong and 
vibrant, even when fully saturated. 
ela onligh ng.com 
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                                  SoundSwitch Control One 
 
 

SoundSwitch, the leading provider of DJ ligh ng control so ware and hardware, today announced the SoundSwitch Control 
One – a professional ligh ng controller and dual‐universe DMX interface. Since the introduc on of its automated ligh ng 
so ware, SoundSwitch has been commi ed to building tools that make it easier for DJs to incorporate ligh ng into their live 
performances. Control Oneʼs form factor, comprehensive feature set, and extensive connec vity with DJ and DAW 
applica ons make it the first ligh ng controller designed for DJs and performers. Compact and intui ve, Control One provides 
DJs a familiar and fun ligh ng experience. Compa bility with professional DJ pla orms from Engine DJ, Serato DJ, and Virtual 
DJ makes it easy to integrate Control One into exis ng DJ setups. Addi onally, musicians and performers can automate 
synchronized light shows and add live ligh ng effects using Ableton Link or manually tapping in the BPM on Control One.  
soundswitch.com 

 

 Claypaky Sharpy X Frame 
 
The SHARPY X FRAME takes the best features of the SHARPY line and 
integrates a four‐focal plane shu er system in a lightweight, compact 
fixture. The unit’s source is the powerful 550‐ Wa  arc lamp that makes 
this fixture extremely bright and produces deep and vivid uniform colors 
(including an unmatched deep red). The unit boasts the flexibility to be 
the light you need when you need it. As a completely hybrid, 
mul func on fixture, the SHARPY X FRAME not limited as to beam effects, 
it can also be a spot, profile, or wash unit. This fixture replaces much 
larger luminaires using the longer life 550‐ Wa  arc lamp. Although a 
small fixture by most standards, nothing is sacrificed in the SHARPY X 
FRAME fixture’s feature set. In addi on to the four‐focal plane shu er 
system, the unit offers a rota ng gobo wheel with eight rota ng gobos, a 
sta c gobo wheel, four and eight‐facet rota ng prisms, linear frost, a 
color system featuring CMY, CTO and a separated color wheel, and six 
beam reducers star ng at 0.5°. With a zoom range from 2° to 52°, the 
SHARPY X FRAME can do unparalleled visual effects. The unit is fi ed with 
a 160mm front lens and proven Claypaky op cs for producing sharp 
images and collimated beams. 
claypaky.com 
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 Lightware HDMI-TPS ‘86’ & ‘87’ Series 
 

As a result of con nuous development  
to expand our product por olio by 
delivering devices that are tailored to the 
needs of AV professionals, we would like 
to announce the arrival of our newest 
HDMI‐TPS twisted pair HDBaseT extender 
family, including: HDMI‐TPS‐TX86, HDMI‐
TPS‐RX86, HDMI‐TPS‐TX87, and HDMI‐
TPS‐RX87. These lean devices offer the 
same great benefits as the widely 
acclaimed ‘96’ and ‘97’ series, such as  
full HDCP and EDID compliance and the 
capability to extend video (up to 4K30), 
audio and Bi‐direc onal RS‐232 and IR up 
to a range of 170 m over a single CATx 
cable. Compared to the ‘96’ & ‘97’ series, 
the exclusion of the Ethernet pass‐
through feature makes these devices a 
compe ve choice and a perfect fit for 
applica ons and projects where Ethernet 
capabili es aren’t needed. 
lightware.com 

 

                                               Yamaha RUio16-D 
 
Yamaha has launched the revolu onary 
RUio16‐D/VST Rack Pro solu on, which 
allows users to add VST3 plug‐ins to any 
Dante‐based audio system and is small, 
light and rugged enough to be part of 
every sound engineer’s toolkit. Measuring 
just 180 x 125 x 42mm, the low‐latency 
RUio16‐D can be connected to a Windows 
PC or Apple Mac computer via USB, 
working seamlessly with VST Rack Pro 
so ware (license included), to easily add 
VST3 plug‐in func onality to Dante‐based 
audio systems. It radically expands the 
range of sound crea on op ons in any live sound situa on, for streaming and many other audio applica ons. As well as 
digital audio systems, it can also be used with analogue mixing consoles. As well as allowing engineers to use their favourite 
VST3 plug‐ins, VST Rack Pro is bundled with more than 30 high‐quality plug‐ins from Yamaha and Steinberg. These include 
hardware emula ons of classic compressors and equalizers using Yamaha Virtual Circuitry Modeling (VCM), as well as the 
industry‐leading REV‐X reverbs. Bundled Steinberg plug‐ins include versa le sound‐shapers like Quadrafuzz v2, the 
REVerence sampling reverb and VST Amp Rack, problem solvers like Cloner, the Mul bandEnvelopeShaper and SuperVision, 
an unrivalled suite of visual monitoring tools. The RUio16‐D provides 16 inputs and 16 outputs of Dante, a high quality mic 
pre‐amp and two inputs and outputs of analogue audio with phantom power, enabling it to be used as an interface for 
acous c measurements. yamahaproaudio.com 
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